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Executive Summary

This essay reviews recent research on the relationships
between economies and violent conflict.
It begins by considering the economic factors that
make some societies susceptible to conflict. One of the
main factors is poverty, though this is mostly a feature in
civil wars, not international ones. Economic growth is also
associated with lower levels of conflict. Thus, policies that
aim to promote growth in developing countries are, in
effect, also likely to act as agents for conflict prevention.
However, although wealth reduces the chances of conflict,
the rise in global economic prosperity throughout the 20th
Century has corresponded with an increase rather than a fall
in the number of civil wars. This is likely due to the rise in
other conflict-inducing factors, such as population levels,
and the fact that global growth has been unbalanced.
Also considered is whether violent conflict is caused by
economic inequality. Statistical research has not found
evidence for such a relationship, though that may be
because researchers are not working with the right data.
While qualitative studies suggest that inequality between
regions or groups – known as “horizontal inequality” – is
what matters for violent conflict, econometric research has
used a measure of “overall inequality” – that is, inequality
between individuals irrespective of their group membership
The two types of inequality need not be in any way
correlated.
The ways in which economies are structured is also
found to matter. Countries that depend on the sale of
primary commodities, for example, are more likely to have
wars. In particular the role of natural resources, such as oil
and diamonds, has been widely discussed but there is a lack
of consensus on the nature of their relationship to conflict.
Researchers at the World Bank suggest that natural
resources lead to wars because greedy citizens take up arms
to capture them. But there are alternative explanations that
are at least as plausible. These explanations suggest
alternative policy responses on the part of governments and
international organizations.
Some political scientists have tried to distinguish
between different types of natural resources in order to
explore the mechanisms that link resources to conflict.
Their research distinguishes between different commodities
based on dimensions such as the extent to which production
is centralized, the geographic distances between zones of
production and the seat of government, and the extent to
which trade in the resource is legal. It has also been argued
that the institutional capacity of governments alters
relationships between natural resources and conflict. These
different lines of research have been developed through the
examination of case study evidence, but their conclusions
have not been tested using statistical techniques.

The type of economic policies that governments choose
plays a significant role in determining the likelihood of
conflict. Policies that induce conflict may result from
deliberate decisions to weaken state institutions so that
leaders can more easily enrich themselves. Sometimes
however conflict may result from attempts to increase
economic efficiency. There is for example ample anecdotal
evidence about how the World Bank and IMF’s structural
adjustment programs of the 1980’s and 1990’s spawned
civil conflicts. This review however has found no
systematic support linking structural adjustment to war.
Another feature of economies that is often related to
levels of conflict is trade. There is strong evidence that
countries that trade with each other are less likely to fight
each other, though no comparable work has yet been
undertaken on the effects of internal trade.
Also covered in this essay is research that has been
undertaken on the ways in which economies function once
violent conflicts have broken out, including attempts to
quantify the economic costs of conflicts. Some conflicts
reduce the levels of investment within zones where fighting
takes place; others spur technological innovation and
growth. Different studies have tried to estimate aggregate
costs and benefits of conflict, using a model of economic
production that uses information on levels and rates of
change of physical capital, population, human capital, and
“total factor productivity.” No study however has yet
measured the aggregate costs that arise from all these
different channels. And while recent work has focused
much on looting activities of groups there has not been
much work studying the effects those activities have on
economic producers.
Researchers have also studied the economic behavior
of different groups during conflicts. Many have focused on
ways rebel groups finance themselves. Some rebels do it by
gaining control of natural resources, others are supported
financially in part by emigrant populations (although this
link is still poorly understood) and from third party sources
such as foreign governments. Agricultural production is
often as important for rebel financing as natural resources,
although it is largely ignored by policy makers. The
requirements for financing and the form of financing
depend however on the relations between rebel groups and
civilian populations. When rebels have popular support,
they may benefit from donations in cash or in kind.
Otherwise, they may rely on extortion. Unfortunately
however, research is relatively sparse on the different ways
rebels relate to civilian populations even though such
variation is likely to have implications for financing, for
forms of peace settlements and for war duration.

The review also covers research on how governments
finance themselves, how they spend their revenues and what
economic policies they pursue during conflicts. Not
surprisingly, government spending often shifts from social
sectors to defense and industries associated with it. These
actions are hardest upon poor populations and persist long
after conflicts end. While there are historical examples of
conflict helping a government to strengthen its institutions
of taxation, particularly in Europe and North America, there
is little evidence that this holds true in countries where civil
wars are currently taking place, as most governments that
are party to these conflicts have poor administrative
capacity. The culmination of shifts in expenditure, a
collapsing tax base, and severe losses of foreign exchange
(especially when governments lose revenues from natural
resources) can lead to high deficits and a combination of
rises in interest and inflation rates.
Also considered is how international actors respond.
The role of international corporations in conflict zones has
come under increasing scrutiny, particularly by NGOs.
There are, for example, a number of conflicts during which
oil corporations have supported governments, possibly
perpetuating the conflicts. Efforts to increase the
accountability
and
transparency
of
international
corporations have produced a range of policy responses,
including formal bans on exports from particular sectors, a
certification process in the case of diamonds, and
increasingly, the publication of social responsibility reports
by corporations. Most innovations rely on voluntary
participation by corporations and no formal body has yet
been established to monitor the activities of corporations
during violent conflicts.
Like corporations, relief agencies have sometimes been
accused of doing more harm than good. In order to provide
aid to priority areas, they have in some cases helped to fuel
wars by inadvertently providing material security or goods
to fighting groups. Evidence of these effects remains largely
anecdotal and this review has found no rigorous attempts to
quantify them. A principal lesson nonetheless is that aid
agencies cannot turn a blind eye to the political
ramifications of their engagements.
Foreign governments employ economic tools for
working in conflict areas, such as sanctions and military aid
and trade. Sanctions are often seen as the primary economic
weapon. Their effectiveness however has been weak,
principally because they often hurt citizens more than policy
makers. Recent attempts now target decision makers
directly. Military aid is also a blunt instrument in civil war
situations, being more effective for influencing a county’s
foreign policy. There is little evidence that it has been used
successfully to promote peace. The arms trade is another
factor in civil wars. Attempts to regulate the arms market
have so far been unsuccessful, with arms (particularly from
Eastern Europe) making their way to conflicts despite
embargoes and sometimes with the complicity of
neighboring states. Several NGOs call for more attention to
be paid to the activities of countries that produce the arms
rather than simply to illegal traders.

There is also research that considers the economic
factors that explain why and when conflicts end. This
research suggests that there are economic reasons why
some wars will be harder to end than others, with peace
deals being especially difficult to reach when fighters are
benefiting from the sale of illegal goods. While there may
be fears that donor economic involvement in post-conflict
situations may by counterproductive, the evidence indicates
that the impacts of aid on economic growth are particularly
strong in countries emerging from large-scale civil wars,
especially when social policies are prioritized. In the past,
however, the performance of the international community
in aiding transitions has been mixed, possibly due to
difficulties they have in recognizing when a peace
settlement is robust.
The essay concludes by summarizing areas in which
recent research has reached some consensus, highlighting
areas where policy prescriptions follow from this research,
as well as areas where policy prescriptions are not in fact
adequately supported by data, and by identifying areas
where more research is needed in order to help develop
adequate policy responses.
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used by a prolific group of researchers at the World Bank’s
“Economics of Civil War, Crime, and Violence” project6 as
well as by a wide range of academics particularly in US
universities.7 A new theoretical literature has also
developed using the tools of economic theory – notably
game theory – to study violent processes.8 In many cases
researchers using these new methodologies have joined
forces with academics working on more traditional case
studies. Indeed, these case studies are now often produced
in tandem with statistical work. Collections of case studies
have been commissioned by the World Bank to test the
logic of their econometric models. Others have been
published by research groups and NGOs such as Queen
Elizabeth House in Oxford, the International Peace
Academy in New York and the Overseas Development
Institute in London. Alongside this academic work is
research undertaken by non-governmental organizations
and international organizations studying the effects of the
actions of corporations and governments operating in war
zones.

Introduction

Since the end of the Second World War there has been a
steady rise in the number of civil wars. They have become
much more common than international war, affecting
close to one quarter of all countries in the world by the
mid 1990s. Over this period these wars not only became
more frequent; they have also gotten longer.1 They mark a
change in the character of war generally: The victims of
war now, more than in the past, are economic producers
rather than military targets. Fighting groups also have to
act as economic agents in the areas in which they fight in
order to survive. In some areas they run industries,
regulate production and provide services. In others their
main activity is looting. These changes have occurred
during a period of rapidly rising global prosperity,
increased globalization and growing global inequality. The
result is a world increasingly divided into those countries
that are wealthy and largely peaceful and those that are
poorer and for whom war provides the backdrop for daily
economic activity.
Why has this happened? What are the causes of these
new types of wars? What role is played by wealth, or by
trade levels? What are the costs and possible benefits?
How do economies function during wars? How do rebels
finance themselves? How do the economic activities of
international NGOs, donors and corporations exacerbate
war or bring about peace? A variety of researchers have
puzzled over these questions in recent years, using new
approaches and new methodologies.
Some of the new approaches re-conceptualize the
roles of violence. While traditional analyses focused on
what belligerents hope to gain by winning a war, new
literatures concentrate on what fighters can gain while
fighting.2 War is not seen as something that interrupts
economic activity. Rather, for many researchers, the
reasons for war are tied to the opportunities they afford,
during the course of the conflict, to individuals (such as
those accumulating diamonds in Sierra Leone3) and states
(such as various states benefiting from the war in the
Democratic Republic of Congo4).
Other researchers, arguing that we cannot
understand economic development without understanding
violent conflict (and vice versa), address these linkages by
trying to change the way we think about human well-being.
This has resulted in a rise in prominence of the concept of
“human security” – a term used to try to redefine what is
meant by human well-being (traditionally measured using
exclusively economic criteria) in order to take account of
the impacts of violence.5
Recent research on civil wars has introduced the
tools of applied economics: Econometrics – statistical
methods for the study of economic processes – have been

Many of the findings of this research are reviewed below.
The focus of the review is on findings from empirical work
and on research that aims to facilitate the development of
policy.9 Although there are many forms of violent conflict,
the focus here is on war. Moreover, since most
contemporary wars are civil wars, I focus especially on
these.

6 While this project has produced a number of controversial findings,
some of which are criticized in this paper, it and in particular the work of
Paul Collier, Director of Research at the Bank has produced much
innovative research, has opened up new areas of inquiry and has
stimulated and supported academic researchers to explore a wide range of
relationships between economics and civil war.
7 Econometric work has also been produced by PRIO in Oslo and SIPRI
in Stockholm. For a review of this econometric literature see Sambanis
2001. See in particular work by Fearon (2002) and Fearon and Laitin
(2002), associated with the Ethnicity, Insurgency and Civil Wars program
at Stanford University, which focuses on the causes and duration of
conflict; work associated with the Program on Human Security at
Harvard, which has attempted to estimate the long term costs of violent
conflict; and work associated with the US government-sponsored State
Failure Task Force which has attempted to use econometrics to explain a
variety of forms of state failure.
8 This work typically assumes that political actors are materially motivated
and then attempts to explain how they allocate their resources between
productive activities and predatory activities. Violent conflict in this
theoretical work typically results from the inability of actors to commit to
peaceful resolutions of their antagonisms or from misinterpretations of
the intentions of other actors. Other rationalist explanations for violence
include differing estimates of the probabilities or expected benefits of
victories and indivisibility of goods. The simplest rationalist explanation is
that individuals enjoy violence. Examples include Grossman (1995),
Hirschleifer (1995), Azam (1995), Bates, Greif, and Singh (2001) and
Skaperdas (2001); see also van Tuyll and Brauer (2002).
9 In particular, recent advances in game theoretic studies of conflict as
well as more philosophical work relating conflict and economics are
ignored. In focusing on this more recent research I ignore also large
bodies of literature within Defense and Peace Economics that study the
economics of the arms race and disarmament and the related Marxist and
Neo-Marxist literatures on the economic functions of war in capitalist
systems. For review essays on these literatures, see Coulomb and
Fontanel (2002) and Anderton (2002) in Brauer (2002).

More precisely, the average duration of wars in progress has been
increasing; it is not necessarily true that wars that start at a later date are
likely to last longer. See Fearon 2002.
2 See Jean and Rufin (1996), Keen (1998) and Kaldor (1999).
3 See Reno (2000a).
4 See Mwanasali (2001).
5 See UNDP (1994) and King and Murray (2001).
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WEALTH AND WAR
One might expect rich nations to be more violent than
poor ones because the rich ones have more to fight over.10
The econometric evidence however suggests the opposite.
Most research shows that wealth reduces the likelihood of
civil war,11 and that economic growth also reduces risks
while recessions worsen them.
Figures derived from World Bank econometric
models (Figure 1) show a striking relationship between the
wealth of a nation and its chances of having a civil war.12
The figure suggests that differences in wealth are most
relevant among poorer countries. A country with GDP per
person of just $250 has a predicted probability of war
onset (at some point over the next five years) of 15%, even
if it is otherwise considered an “average” country. This
probability of war reduces by half for a country with GDP
of just $600 per person and is reduced by half again to
below 4% for a country with income of $1250. Countries

250
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Figure 1

There are various explanations for why this is so. But
so far little work has been undertaken to distinguish
between them. The most common is that wealthier
societies are better able to protect assets, thus making
violence less attractive for would-be rebels.13 Another
explanation, given by political scientist Thomas HomerDixon argues that poverty causes violence, and points to
cases where scarcity leads to migrations that result in
conflicts between identity groups over resources.
Alternatively, the relationship could be spurious in the
sense that there are other features of a country, such as a
democratic culture, that make it at once more prosperous
and less violent. And causality may in fact run in the
opposite direction: rich countries may be rich in part
because they have had little civil conflict in their recent
past.14
Whatever the reason, the figures suggest that growthoriented initiatives and conflict prevention initiatives are
mutually reinforcing. And the figures provide a rationale
for those who say that it is in the interest of wealthy
nations to promote economic growth in poor countries in
order to avoid the spillover effects of likely conflicts there.
In terms of policy implications, the analysis suggests that
the greatest gains in conflict prevention are to be made by
focusing development efforts on the very poor rather than
on countries of intermediate wealth.15

10 A number of academic researchers provide theoretical and empirical
reasons why rising wealth may drive people to fight more. Some argue
that if economic growth results in a rise in the value of assets available in
an economy, it may also increase the incentives to use violence to secure
those assets. An implication is that we may expect to see violence and
prosperity go hand in hand. Some evidence has been found for this in the
historical literature on European development (Bates 2001) and
anthropological literature suggests that in stateless societies wealth
accumulation is avoided in part to avoid conflict (Colson 1974). A rise in
the value of the assets of a country may also raise the value of controlling
the state (Keen 2000). A counterargument is that in wealthier societies,
while it may be the case that the value of lootables is higher, the value of
production may also be higher. As a result it may be more worthwhile
putting your energy into economic production rather than into predation.
Another set of arguments for a positive correlation between wealth and
violence relates to the process of economic development. Economic
development may produce a radical re-organization of political structures
that may in turn provide opportunities for conflict. In this context, Bates
(1973) for example argues that conflictual ethnic politics, far from being
atavistic, is in fact a function of modernization.
11 There is a substantively large, statistically significant and robust negative
correlation between wealth and conflict. This relationship has been found
amongst others by Collier and Hoeffler (2002a) and Fearon and Laitin
(2002). There are nonetheless good reasons to be cautious in using and
interpreting these statistical results. One is that this econometric evidence
typically uses aggregate data and as such measures the wealth of the
economy as a whole rather than, for example, the number or
concentration of poor people within countries. Another reason is that
data is more likely to be absent for countries that experience conflicts. If
this happens in econometric models like those used for these studies,
then the effect of wealth on conflict is likely to be underestimated. There
may also be problems of interpretation – it may in fact be the case that
conflict determines wealth rather than vice versa or that other features of
an economy (such as “social capital”) simultaneously make it wealthy and
less prone to war. Add to this the fact that the wealth of an economy is
itself a somewhat abstract notion and may in fact proxy for a range of
different phenomena; interpretations include Collier and Hoeffler’s
(2000b) interpretation of GDP as a proxy for opportunity costs for
would-be rebels and Fearon and Laitin’s (2002) interpretation of GDP as
a proxy for state strength.
12 To produce this graph I use the Collier-Hoeffler (2002a) model to
predict the expected probability of civil war onset conditional upon
different income levels ranging from $250 to $5000. To make these
predictions I hold all other variables constant at their means. The data
and model used are available from Anke Hoeffler’s website
(icoll&hoe.zip).

See for example Homer-Dixon (1994) and Fearon and Laitin (2002).
Although this last possibility casts doubt over the extent to which the
relationship can be considered causal, the econometric approaches used
in this work uses past income to predict future conflict. The success of
these predictions give some faith that, while it is possible that the
relationship is spurious, the relationship is not a function simply of the
wealth-destroying effects of conflict.
15 Although naturally, targeting of countries should use information
beyond that contained in GDP data. The emphasis on the very poor
arises in part as a function of the model that is employed by Collier and
Hoeffler. Using the log of GDP effectively places more weight on
absolute differences between poor countries than on differences between
large countries. The logistic functional form employed also requires that
the estimated function, if downward sloping, be convex on the right hand
side but it does not constrain the function to be convex throughout the
range of the data. Employing a similar model using the level of GDP per
capita rather than the log of GDP per capita produces a similar relationship:
convex throughout the range of the data. Other models using quite
different definitions of civil wars and data find similar relationships:
Fearon and Laitin (2002) for example predict that countries with around
$600 per capita GDP have a 18% chance of having a civil war over the
next decade, dropping to 11% for countries with incomes of $2000 per
capita and to less than 1% for countries with incomes of $10,000.
13
14
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If economic growth makes conflict less likely, why then
has there been a rise in the number of conflicts during a
period of global growth?16 One explanation for this
counterintuitive fact is that other factors that are positively
correlated with conflict – such as population sizes – have
been rising over time. This makes it possible that the
conflict-inducing effects of these factors may outweigh the
mitigating effects of increased wealth. Another explanation
is that global economic growth has been unbalanced with
the benefits from globalization being spread unevenly
across different regions.17 Some regions – notably Africa –
have had negative average growth rates and high rates of
conflict. The result is a world in which conflicts are
increasingly concentrated in poorer parts of the world,
with differences in income between countries in conflict
and those not in conflict becoming greater now than they
have been in the past.18

produces stability.22 However, the
suggests that wealthier states are less
with each other. One possible reason
below) is that wealthier states are also
with each other.

evidence strongly
likely to go to war
for this (discussed
more likely to trade

INEQUALITY AND CIVIL WAR
While there is then a broad consensus that wealth and
growth are associated with lower risks of conflict, there is
no consensus on whether or not some types of growth
make conflict more likely. It has often been assumed by
political scientists (and among Marxist theorists) that
inequality23 is a cause of conflict, but a research project at
the World Bank has now cast some doubt over the
generality of this relationship. In its econometric work the
Bank fails to find a significant relationship between
inequality and conflict.24

Is there also a relationship between wealth and inter-state
war? Some international relations theorists have argued
that as states get richer they look for conquests abroad to
fuel their economies.19 But the statistical evidence for this
hypothesis is very mixed and most recent research suggests
that there is no strong relationship. Nor is there a strong
relationship between short term income fluctuations – the
business cycle – and conflict onset.20 A long tradition in
international relations theory looks to the international
distribution of power—itself often proxied by economic
wealth—rather than to levels of wealth to explain stability,
with some suggesting that an equal distribution of power
will lead to stability21 and others suggesting that inequality

The Difference Between Horizontal and “Overall” Inequality
Measures of “Overall Inequality” look at differences between the incomes of all individuals
in an economy. Measures of “Horizontal Inequality” look instead at differences in income
between regional or ethnic groups. The figures below show that the two measures need not
be related to each other. Case study evidence suggests that horizontal inequality leads to
conflict but econometric studies only use information about overall inequality.
A graph of the incomes of people in a country with a rich North and a poor South.
This country has low “overall income inequality” but high “horizontal inequality”
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A graph of incomes in a country with the same average income in the North and the
South. This country has high “overall income inequality” but low “horizontal inequality”

Since global wealth is rising we should expect to see a fall in the
amount of conflict in the world, all else being equal. In fact, we observe
the opposite. Andrew Mack points out this paradox (see Mack 2002).
17 The unevenness of the effects of globalization may also have systematic
impacts on the distribution of violent conflicts. In part due to restricted
access to the markets of the developed world, foreign direct investment in
the poorest parts of the world continues to be focused in sectors that are
associated with conflict, such as natural resources, rather than in sectors
that appear to reduce conflict risks, such as manufacturing.
18 This is the case for the likelihood of countries having on-going civil
conflicts rather than for the risk of conflict onset and it is no doubt
related to the fact that there are more longer wars and conflicts have
negative impacts on GDP growth. This produces a growing cluster of
ever poorer countries in conflict. In econometric terms this effect can be
seen in the existence of a negative term on the interaction between wealth
and a time variable – the marginal effect of wealth on reducing the risks
conflict is greater now than in the past.
19 Choucri and North (1972) for example, looking at data from 18701914, argue that increased wealth produces increased needs for goods and
resources, and that these resource shortages produce a need to have more
direct control over resources in poorer economies. They expect then, and
find, a relationship between the growth of strong nations and their
belligerence. In criticism of their argument, Zuk (1985) noted that in fact
the conflict-oriented states of the period were able to provide for their
own resource needs or were able to access needed resources through
trade with sovereign states. While not undermining the relationship
between wealth, growth and bellicosity, Zuk’s argument questions the
notion that growth provides an economic motivation for conflict rather
than simply providing the means for conflict.
20 See Thompson (1982) for support for this claim deriving from a study
of war outbreaks involving Britain, America, France and Germany, over
the period 1792-1973. The contrary hypothesis had previously been
forwarded by Macfie (1938).
21 See for example Claude (1962).
16
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Figure 2.

This (non-) finding should however be qualified.
There are a number of technical reasons why a relationship
might not be supported by the World Bank model.25 One
See for example Organski (1958).
The most common measure of income inequality is the “Gini
coefficient” – an index between 0 and 1 where 0 implies an egalitarian
distribution and 1 indicates that all wealth is concentrated in the hands of
a single person. Other measures include the ratio of the wealth of the
richest 10 or 20% to that of the poorest 10 or 20%.
24 See also Auvinen and Nafziger (1999). This piece finds a positive
relation between inequality and “complex humanitarian emergencies,”
although this relationship is reversed for fixed and random effects
models.
25 One technical reason is that the existence of measurement error in
explanatory variables such as inequality is known to make it less likely that
significant relationships will be discovered between variables. Yet, among
economic variables, indices of income inequality data are measured with
particularly high levels of error (see for example Cramer 2001), hence we
should expect any relationships that exist to be dampened. This first
22
23
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of the most important reasons, however, may be
conceptual. Case study work suggests that it is not
inequality between individuals that matters for conflict but
rather inequality between ethnic groups or between regions
– sometimes referred to as “horizontal inequality”26 or
“categorical inequality.”27 Some of the studies also suggest
that policies to counteract horizontal inequality (as for
example implemented in Côte d’Ivoire) may reduce the
likelihood of conflict.28 In econometric work using subnational data, Gurr and Moore (1997) find that horizontal
inequality produces grievances which, though not
associated directly with conflict, facilitates mobilization,
which in turn increase the chances of rebellion.29
However, econometric work such as that by the World
Bank, that uses measures of “overall” inequality fails to
capture these effects.30

had difficulties responding to this shift, in part perhaps
because neither of the terms “greed” nor “grievance” has
been clearly defined either by proponents or critics of this
literature.33 Nonetheless, the relationship and the Bank’s
explanation for it have a number of implications. One is
practical: it suggests that developing countries should
broaden their export bases. This prescription seems to
follow easily from the relationship, without the need for
much understanding of the mechanisms that may lie
behind it. Another results more directly from the moral
tone of the argument. By claiming that war is a result of
the greed of rebels, the research promotes a bias against
rebel groups, suggesting that there is no way of checking
(or reason to check) the validity of their claims. In doing so
it may lead to less attention being paid to alternative
explanations for conflict34 and to divert attention from the
role that states play in promoting political violence. This
despite much evidence from case study work that points to
the role governments play in fostering conflicts.35 The
resulting policy prescriptions can be simplistic, focusing on
cutting off the financing of rebel groups.36
In fact, because the evidence fails to distinguish
between different mechanisms that could underlie the
relationship, it does not provide the support needed for
this response. There are at least eight rival mechanisms that
could explain the relationship between natural resources
and war onset and duration.37 As quantitative work has not
yet distinguished between these different mechanisms have
different implications for policy, I list all eight.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND CIVIL WAR
Leading research by Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler at the
World Bank31 suggests that countries whose wealth is
largely dependent on the exportation of primary
commodities – including agricultural produce and natural
resources – are highly prone to civil violence. In their
research, Collier and Hoeffler argue that conflict may be
explained either by grievance or by greed. They conclude
(in large part based on the correlation between resources
and conflict) that if we want to understand the causes of
contemporary civil wars we should ignore explanations
based on grievances and look instead at the greed of rebel
groups.32
The decision to use such morally charged terms to
structure and package this research, has shifted the debate
in an unusually normative direction. Other academics have

• Natural resources could provide a way to finance
rebellions that have been started for other reasons,
thereby increasing the prospects of success.38 If so,
then there should be reasons to take these other
reasons into account when responding to conflicts.

effect will make us less certain about the relationship. Add to this that for
many countries we do not have any income inequality data at all. If we are
less likely to have data for countries where there are civil wars, then in
econometric work, this will bias the estimated effect of inequality
downwards. This second effect will make us believe that the relationship
is quantitatively weaker than it is.
26 See for example Stewart et al. (2001a) and Klugman (1999).
27 See Tilly (1999).
28 For example, Azam and Koidou (2002) argue that Houphouet-Boigny’s
policies of redistributing from South to North are what spared Côte
d’Ivoire from civil conflict for so long.
29 Fearon and Laitin (1999), however, using the same data, find only weak
evidence of a link between horizontal inequality and conflict, a weakness
due, they argue, in part to multicollinearity and in part to poor
measurement (See www.apsanet.org/new/nsf/research/laitin.cfm).
30 Horizontal inequality can be measured by the share of total inequality
that is captured by “between group” rather than within group inequality
(this for example has been proposed by Zhang and Kanbur (2001) as a
measure of polarization). In fact there need be no correlation whatsoever
between between-group inequality and overall inequality..
31 See especially Collier and Hoeffler 2000a, 2002a, and 2002b.
32 Different versions of this research vary in the extent to which evidence
for “greed” simply means evidence for opportunity. Collier and Hoeffler
(2002b) argue that: “We test a ‘greed’ theory focusing on the ability to
finance rebellion, against a ‘grievance’ theory focusing on ethnic and
religious divisions, political repression and inequality. We find that greed
considerably outperforms grievance.” (Quotation marks in original.)
Collier and Hoeffler (2000a) suggests furthermore that the relevant
‘opportunity’ is in fact the opportunity for predation, arguing: “Our model
suggests that what is actually happening is that opportunities for primary
commodity predation cause conflict.” See Collier and Hoeffler (2002b).

• If natural resources are concentrated in a particular
region of a country this may ground beliefs among
33 It is not even clear whether or not greed and grievance necessarily
describe different phenomena: grievances, for example, may well have a
material motivation to them.
34 Collier (2000a) for example writes that “In the economist’s view of
conflict, grievance will turn out to be neither a cause of conflict, nor an
accidental by-product of it. Rather, a sense of grievance is deliberately
generated by rebel organizations. The sense of grievance may be based
upon some objective grounds for complaint, or it may be conjured up by
massaging prejudices. However, while this distinction is morally
interesting to observers– is the cause just? – it is of no practical importance.”
(Emphasis added.) Rebellion is sometimes described as “quasi-criminal
activity” (Collier 2000c)
35 Sierra Leone is often pointed to as a case that illustrates rebellion
motivated by rebel greed, yet even here scholarly work (while rarely
sympathetic to the rebel groups) documents the part played by
governments in the weakening of state structures (see for example Reno
(1995)). Furthermore, many of the worst cases of ethnic cleansing and
genocide have been organized and perpetrated by states.
36 See for example Collier, Hoeffler and Söderbom (2001).
37 For an excellent discussion of a number of these mechanisms, as well as
case study evidence supporting them, see Ross 2002b.
38 As noted above, this
interpretation of resources providing
“opportunity” (as opposed to motivation) is indeed a “softer”
interpretation of the result that is sometimes suggested by Collier and
Hoeffler.
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dissatisfied groups that a seceding state could be viable
or even prosperous.39

groups that suffer from the shocks. In this case, the
problem is not with dependence on natural resources
per se but that natural resource-dependent economies
are likely to be dependent on a small number of
commodities for their export earnings.45

• Natural resource dependence could in fact be
associated with grievances rather than greed. Countries
with middling levels of dependence on natural
resources may be experiencing transitory inequality as
part of the development process.40 Alternatively,
extraction may produce grievances through forced
migration. Or finally, natural resource wealth may be
seen as more unjustly distributed than other wealth – as
is claimed in Sierra Leone41 and Nigeria.42

• Rebels may not hold a monopoly on greed. The
existence of natural resources may be an incentive for
third parties—states46 and corporations47—to engage in
or indeed foster civil conflicts.
• Finally, we might observe this correlation in the data
even if natural resources do not cause conflict. Rather a
conflict, or even expectations of a conflict, may have
caused other economic activities, such as tourism and
manufacturing, to cease, leaving only extractive
industries to function. If so, then there will be an
observed correlation between primary resource
dependence and conflict even if those resources have
no causal impact on conflict.

• Governments that rely on natural resources rather than
taxation for their survival do not need to create strong
institutions. Such states have little compulsion to
respond to the demands of their citizens. The result
may be a state such as Mobutu’s Zaire that is divorced
from the domestic economy.43
• Changes in the value of natural resources can weaken
the manufacturing sector of an economy – an effect
sometimes referred to as “Dutch Disease.” If the
manufacturing sector is itself more intensive in internal
trade, then the collapse of manufacturing may prevent
the economy from benefiting from the conflictmitigating effects of trade.44

There are then many possible explanations for the
relationship between natural resources and conflict that do
not imply that civil war is typically a result of greed. Some
of these have been identified in qualitative work. Different
explanations require different sorts of policy responses,
beyond export diversification and cutting off rebel
financing. In some cases rebel financing does need to be
addressed, in other cases international corporations and
their relations with domestic governments is the key, in
other cases aid policy, fiscal policy or price stabilization
policies are important. But knowing what response is most
appropriate requires more systematic work to uncover
which of these mechanisms are most relevant in different
contexts. This can be done using econometric techniques

• Economies that are dependent on natural resources
may be more vulnerable to terms of trade shocks.
These could cause instability and dissatisfaction within
39 Such arguments have been made for the cases of Biafra in Nigeria,
Katanga in Congo, Cabinda in Angola, Casamance in Senegal,
Bougainville in Papua New Guinea, and southern Sudan.
40 This may follow for example from a hypothesis regarding transitory
inequality known in economics as the Kuznets curve hypothesis which
predicts transitory inequality resulting simply from the fact that different
parts of an economy may develop at different rates.
41 These indeed are the claims of many rebel and insurgent groups: hence
the Anthem of Sierra Leone’s RUF goes “Where are our diamonds, Mr.
President? / Where is our gold, NPRC? […] Our people are suffering
without means of survival / All our minerals have gone to foreign lands.”
The RUF Anthem appears in the RUF’s key ideological document
“Footpaths through the Forest.”
42 The mounting tensions in the Niger Delta in Nigeria presently also
focus on the justice of the distribution of resource revenues. Ijaw Youth
Council have mounted opposition to the activities of multilateral oil
corporations because of the failure of local populations to benefit from
oil revenues. For a recent report see IRIN, 21 May 2002, “Nigeria:
Security Reinforced in Oil Region.”
43 See Moore (2001) on the role of “unearned state income” on political
development and Sørli (2002) on the relationship between oil and
“rentier” states.
44This effect takes its name from the impact of the discoveries of oil by
the Netherlands on the Dutch manufacturing sector. It occurs because a
rise in the value of exportable natural resources may result in an
expansion of that sector and of sectors that are not traded (such as
construction) and in a corresponding contraction of the export-oriented
manufacturing sector. The “Dutch Disease” may also result in lower
growth if manufactures are more growth-enhancing than non-tradables.
Since growth is negatively associated with conflict it could be that natural
resources effect conflict via their impact on growth. This channel,
however, does not account for the finding that natural resources affect
conflict even after growth rates have been controlled for.

45 Vulnerability will also be more likely if the risks associated with the
commodities are highly correlated – either in terms of price fluctuations
or in terms of production conditions, such as the weather. There is no
reason to expect that an economy exporting a diversified portfolio of
natural resources will be particularly susceptible to income shocks.
46 Hence for example the escalation of the civil war in the Democratic
Republic of Congo has resulted in part from the involvement of
neighboring states seeking raw materials. Members of the Zimbabwean
army and cabinet have reportedly benefited from trade in mineral assets
(Dashwood 2000, Meldrum 2000) and this was possibly a motivation for
entering the conflict. (Although see Nest (2001) for the
counterargument.) Considerable plundering by the government of
Rwanda of minerals (chiefly coltan) has also been documented (see
Willum 2001) and is used to explain Rwanda’s motivations for its ongoing campaign in the country.
47 The secessionist bid in Katanga in Congo was supported if not
instigated by the Belgian firm Union Minière du Haut Katanga. And evidence
suggests that the French oil corporation Elf took actions that led to an
escalation of the conflict in the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) in a bid
to protect its oil interests in the region. On this, Jos Havermans (2000),
writes “According to Belgian and French press reports (see: De
Standaard, October 18, 1997, and Le Monde, October 17, 1997), Elf [...]
decided to support his [Nguesso’s] militia when the elections were
aborted and fighting erupted in June 1997. Le Monde quotes ‘sources in
the French secret service’ as saying that Elf helped the Cobra militia to
get supplies from Europe through the financing circuits of the oil
company. Sassou Nguesso is reported not only to have enjoyed the
support of Elf Aquitaine, but also of a much larger informal group of
French businessmen with economic interests in Africa.”
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and remains an open research agenda.

international markets with little transparency or regulation
may help finance rebel groups or governments alike while
commodities, such as oil, that are sold on more regulated
markets tend to benefit governments only.53
Turning to the interactions between natural resources
and political systems, political scientist Richard Snyder
argues that the impacts of natural resources on conflict will
depend on the ability of a state to manage its resources –
an ability that may vary over time.54 He points to states
with natural resources, notably Sierra Leone and the
Democratic Republic of Congo that were previously stable
and only recently began under-going resource motivated
conflicts. Siaka Stevens, he notes, was able to hold power
in Sierra Leone for close to 20 years; Mobutu lasted for 30
years.55 Then there is Botswana, among the fastest growing
and least violent countries in Africa even though its
economy depends on diamonds, copper and nickel. The
evidence from Botswana suggests that natural resources, if
managed well, may even reduce the chances of violent
conflict.56

THE IMPACTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON VIOLENT CONFLICT. There are many
different types of natural resources that are extracted and
marketed in different ways and in different political
contexts. Yet much econometric research approaches the
question as if the impact of natural resources does not
depend either on the form of the natural resources or on
the nature of the political system in place. Recent work by
political scientists suggests that in fact both the form of the
resource and the political context systematically affect the
ways that natural resources relate to violence.
Considering first the effects of different types of
resources, a new and fruitful line of research, spearheaded
by political geographer Philippe Le Billon and political
scientist Michael Ross suggests that there are a number of
dimensions along which resources can be usefully
distinguished. First, natural resources may vary in the
extent to which their production is centralized48 – with
concentrated resources, such as oil, requiring more
organizational cohesion and allowing for more hierarchical
organizational structures than diffuse resources such as
cattle.49 The same logic holds for centralization of
marketing.50 Second, whether resources are located close
to or distant from centers of government power is also
likely to affect the ability of rebel groups to control them.51
It may also affect the value of taking the capital city. Le
Billon has taken the two dimensions, the concentration of
production and location, to create a typology of conflicts.
He shows that if resources are diffuse and distant from the
seat of power then warlordism is likely; if production is
concentrated and proximate to the capital then bids to
control the state, such as coups d’etat, are likely. Then if
resources are diffuse but proximate, rebellions and rioting
are likely; while if they are concentrated but distant,
secessionist struggles are more likely.
Some types of resources may benefit one side more
than another. Michael Ross argues that, while legal assets
may benefit both governments and rebels, illegal assets are
more likely to benefit rebels than governments.52 A similar
argument may be made with respect to the extent to which
global markets are regulated and are transparent.
Commodities such as diamonds that are sold on

ECONOMIC POLICIES AND CIVIL WAR
What kinds of policy choices make conflicts more or less
likely? Research that attempts to answer this question
generally takes as a starting point those features of
economies that are believed to increase the likelihood of
conflict and then points to the failure of governments to
address them. Indeed, many of the structural factors that
are associated with conflict – low levels of education and
high dependence on natural resources – are themselves in
part a function of government policies. For these the
responses – export diversification, increased investment in
human capital, greater job opportunities and so on – are
obvious, if difficult to achieve in practice.
Some of these failures to resolve economic problems
result from government negligence. Political scientist
William Reno for example describes ways in which political
leaders take deliberate actions to undermine their
economies (and their governments) in order to enrich
themselves personally.57 By weakening state institutions (in
some cases signaled by fiscal collapse) and destroying
infrastructure for production, leaders may make rebellion
53 The role that international corporations play is likely also to depend on
the amount of capital or expertise that is needed in order to extract
resources. Insofar as corporate relations function more smoothly with
governments, more capital intensive industries are more likely to benefit
governments more – unless, that is, rebel groups can convince
corporations that they will soon have a more legitimate claim to access to
resources.
54 Snyder (2002).
55 Although Stevens’ rule in Sierra Leone was characterized by a
“hollowing out” of the State (Reno 1995).
56 The implication for econometric researchers from Snyder’s historical
critique is that they should look for interactive effects between resource
wealth and state strength. State strength itself, however, is likely to be a
function of the types of resources. Indeed the features Snyder expects to
determine the degree of control over the resources are akin to those
postulated by Ross (2002) and Le Billon (2001) above. In this regard it is
worth noting that Botswana’s diamonds, contained in Kimberlite pipe
deposits, are more difficult to access than the alluvial diamonds in Sierra
Leone.
57 Reno (1995, 2000a).

Le Billon uses the terms “point” versus “diffuse” resources to
distinguish between these.
49 More hierarchical structures may lead to longer wars because the
leadership is less likely to suffer personally from the costs of the conflict
and is more likely to gain a large share of benefits. However, if a
settlement can be negotiated that benefits the leadership, more
hierarchical organizations may be better able to guarantee the adherence
of the organization to the terms of the settlement.
50 Some goods, particularly bulky goods destined for export to a well
structured international market will have more centralized marketing
channels than less bulky goods sold in less structured markets. These
qualities can be described as variations in a resource’s
“obstructability.”(see Ross 2002).
51 Le Billon (2001).
52 Ross 2002a. Illegality may also have implications for war duration, with
groups that traffic in illegal goods more likely to benefit from the cover of
conflict and more likely to face sanctions in the event of peace. See
below.
48
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more attractive: they reduce the direct costs as well as the
opportunity costs of violence. Beyond this, states may be
deliberate and active in the organization of violence, and
often with economic motivations. This is evident for
international wars as well as state-sponsored genocide.58
The impact of government policies, however, may be
more contentious when they are undertaken with the
express intention of fostering economic development.
There is for example much anecdotal evidence that the
structural adjustment (or “austerity”) programs
implemented throughout the 1980s and 1990s spawned
civil conflicts.59 These policies, while formally
implemented by governments, were strongly promoted by
international financial institutions such as the World Bank
and the IMF, who made the granting of loans conditional
upon the adoption of their policies. In a number of
countries – such as Venezuela and Morocco – they led
directly to street violence.60 But can the rise in civil wars
also be put down to these policies? Surprisingly, when the
World Bank turned to study civil wars it did not attempt to
study the role of the structural adjustment programs it
helped impose. Work that has attempted to address the
question points to a number of mechanisms that may link
structural adjustment programs to violence. These range
from the undermining of social services to the weakening
of entrenched elites.61 Simply by increasing efficiency
economic policies can worsen horizontal inequality: While
horizontal inequality may often result from state policies
that favor segments of society because they form the
relevant support base for the government, it may also
result from the belief that some groups are more efficient
than others.62 However, if, as claimed by the Bank and the
IMF, these policies are indeed growth enhancing, then, at
some stage, we would expect the rise in wealth to reduce
the likelihood of violence.
The evidence for the generality of the link between
structural adjustment and conflict is mixed. While IMF
adjustment has reduced military spending, whether or not
this increases or reduces the likelihood of conflict is not
known.63 Studies by the World Bank to look at the effects
of policies consistent with structural adjustment have
found no direct relationship between these policies and
conflict.64 Studies undertaken by the WIDER research

group65 has also failed to find a systematic link.66
Nevertheless, the research has helped to identify ways in
which structural adjustment programs could be altered to
reduce the risk of conflict by reducing horizontal
inequality. It recommends free universal education,
regional integration programs, affirmative action and the
creation of political institutions that guarantee political
representation to members of all regional, ethnic or
religious groupings.67
TRADE AND WAR
Researchers have put some effort into trying to find out
whether international trade increases or decreases the
likelihood of conflicts (so far no comparable work has
been done to find links between internal trade and civil
war). The results of this research matter for foreign policy.
If, for example, the US increases trading relations with
China will this lead to a greater risk of conflict – perhaps
by strengthening China and giving it commercial power
over the US or, by introducing interdependence and
stronger mutual interests, will it reduce risks? Both
positions have been put forward by political scientists and
advocated by policy makers.
The belief that trade increases conflict, now
associated with the “realist” school of international
relations theorists,68 has historically been associated with
mercantilism, a notion that implicitly denies the existence
of gains from importing goods. Mercantilism, while still
seemingly popular among some policy makers, is generally
considered by economists to be based on a
misunderstanding of how benefits from trade actually get
distributed.69 Even so, such a misunderstanding could itself
lead to conflict.70 More consistent with contemporary
realists is the argument that in the absence of optimal trading
conditions, potential beneficiaries of trade may use force to
access foreign markets. Hence Marxist theorists, amongst
others, have explained colonial wars as being for control of
world markets, while international political economists
macroeconomic outcomes. The measure does not capture whether the
policies were adopted as part of a program with loan conditionality or
whether they simply reflect policy choices of the country. The work
suggests however that these policies may reduce conflict risks indirectly,
for example through their impacts on growth.
65 This work is undertaken jointly with the United Nations University and
Oxford’s Queen Elizabeth House.
66 See Nafziger et al. (2000) and Klugman (1999). Auvinen and Nafziger
(1999) find no effect for a dummy variable indicating the presence of a
World Bank structural adjustment program; they find however that high
levels of IMF support are negatively associated with humanitarian
emergencies.
67 See the 2001 WIDER Annual Lecture on “Horizontal Inequality” by
Frances Stewart . Given the centrality of land in a series of civil wars –
Guatamala, El Salvador, Ghana – scholarship emphasizes policies to
reduce land inequality. See Klugman (1999).
68 For a discussion of the realist view of trade and conflict see Copeland
(1996) and Waltz (1970).
69 See for example Anderton (2002).
70 As argued by Edgeworth (1915): “Misconceptions about commerce
have led to war. With the irrational purpose of promoting the influx of
money, treaties used to be imposed under threat of hostilities. An
imaginary opposition of interests was created by the erroneous notion [...]
that in trade ‘one country cannot gain without another losing’” (Quoted
in Anderton 2002).

58 Genocide indeed may indicate not state failure, as is assumed for
example by the State Failure Task Force, but state capacity. See for
example des Forges (1999) on the organization of genocide in Rwanda.
59 In Guinea Bissau for example it is suggested that the austerity measures
put in place to allow access to the CFA zone led to the arms selling
activities of army officers and to the rising unpopularity of the
government that eventually led to the civil war of 1998.
60 For work on “IMF riots” see Walton and Seddon (1994) and
Woodroffe and Ellis-Jones (2000).
61 See for example Woodward (1996) for a discussion of the case of the
former Yugoslavia
62 Hence, for example Mali was for long de facto divided into two
economic regions: the south – “Mali utile” – and the North, with aid and
investments that were intended for the North being redirected to the
more productive south. The resultant horizontal inequality was likely
largely responsible for the rebellion in the North.
63 See for example Davoodi et al. (2001).
64 See Collier and Hoeffler 2000b. In this study Collier and Hoeffler use a
measure of policy that is a composite of policy choices and
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have highlighted the desire of capitalists to put in place, by
force, the conditions for profitable foreign direct
investment.71 These arguments for conflict-inducing
effects of trade rely then on the beliefs that trade relations
are harmful to one party or that trade and investment
routes are or are likely to become blocked.72
Liberal theorists focus more on the gains to both
parties from trade. They argue that where trade is mutually
beneficial, to fight with a trading partner would be
committing “commercial suicide.”73 Related arguments
claim that, through exchange, trading partners develop
greater understanding for each others’ cultures. Political
philosophers, meanwhile, suggest that trade reduces the
risk of conflict because trade alters cultures: that there is
something about trade that makes people less violent.74
At some levels the views of liberals and of realists
may be reconciled: interdependence may provide occasions
for conflict and may even provide a means for striking, but
it may also produce the incentives for resolving disputes
peaceably. This belief that the net effects of trade and
cross-investment will be to reduce violent conflicts has
found considerable support among policy makers.75 In
Europe for example the view motivated the creation of the
European Coal and Steel Community in 1951, later to
develop into the European Union. The logic is also
supported by empirical research that demonstrates that
once proximity is taken into account, states that trade with
each other are indeed less likely to fight each other.76

III The Economics of War and War
Termination
AGGREGATE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF WAR
Calculating the economic costs of war is necessary to
determine the relative economic benefits of investing in
war avoidance rather than in post-conflict operations.
NGOs and aid agencies argue that avoiding war
makes economic sense. They point to cases where, ex-post,
the cost of inaction considerably outweighs the costs of
conflict prevention.77 However, such straight-forward costbenefit comparisons, while striking, are misleading. One
reason for this is that the results of inaction are not known
in advance and so the expected costs are likely to be
considerably lower than the actual costs. Another reason is
that the benefits of preventative action are not known –
preventive deployments may be unsuccessful in preventing
atrocities or may succeed only in delaying them. While
certainly successful prevention is better than cure, and while
more resources are needed for prevention and for peacebuilding, the economic argument for investing in war
prevention rather than peace-building requires more
careful studies than those undertaken to date—studies that
will have to make use of models that predict probabilities
of conflict onset, expectations of the cost of wars, and
estimates of the probability of success of preventative
action.78
In what follows I focus on impacts of war for
economies within zones of conflicts. I ignore the impacts
in zones that are removed from the conflict, noting simply
that in areas (or countries) that supply a conflict, war may
lead to substantial rises in income79 while countries that
neighbor countries at war typically suffer negative
impacts.80 I also shift away from the focus on the most
publicized and the most dramatic war economy activities –
namely the looting of private and public assets and the
pilfering of aid. While some recent research places much
emphasis on these activities, acts of looting do not directly
affect the aggregate income of an economy (except to the
extent that they divert the looters’ labor away from
productive activities). Rather, they represent transfers
between parties. What matters more in terms of aggregate
effects is the reaction to looting and expectations of
looting by economic producers.

According to political economist Jeffry Frieden, for example, the latter
motivation is especially strong when the assets in a country are sitespecific and easily appropriated and hence where there are likely to be
problems enforcing property rights. This argument clearly parallels the
explanation put forward by the World Bank for the relationship between
resource wealth and civil wars and suggests that the same phenomena
may help to explain both colonialism and post-colonial civil wars. Hence
a Dutch envoy wrote to his directors in 1614 "Trade in India must be
conducted and maintained under the protection and favour of your
weapons, and the weapons must be supplied from the profits enjoyed by
the trade, so that trade cannot be maintained without war or war without
trade." (quoted in Toussaint 1966; for more on trade with India and
conflict, see History of India: The British East India Company and
Colonization). For an empirical critique of the thesis that interventionist
behavior can be explained by “economic imperialism” see Hammarström
(1986).
72 On the role played by expectations of blocked trade, see Copeland
(1996).
73 Angell (1933).
74 The classic statement is that “wherever there is commerce, manners are
gentle” (Montesquieu 1749, quoted in Hirschman 1982). Recent
experimental evidence also suggests that market relations are associated
with greater “fair-mindedness.” See Ensminger (2001).
75 The First World War provides an important counterexample to the
claim that a high level of trade is sufficient to prevent war.
76 See Oneal and Russett (1999), Russett (2002) and Doyle (1997) for
explanations of the source of the dispute between liberals and realists and
evidence that, when variables such as geographic proximity are controlled
for, trade reduces conflict.
71

77 Renner (1994) for example cites the case of the Rwandan genocide
where a six-month peace-keeping force would have cost $115 million
whereas, in the event, emergency humanitarian relief over the same period
was to cost $552 million. See also Brown and Rosencrance (1999) for a
series of studies on successes and failures in conflict prevention.
78 See for related work Doyle and Sambanis (2000) on determinants of
successful peace-building.
79 Perhaps the best-known example of a war boom is that of the US
economy during the Second World War, where, by some estimates,
incomes rose by approximately 75%. In fact, the US experienced
expansions in wartime during the Civil War, both World Wars, the
Korean War, and the Vietnam War (Source: NBER).
80A country may be affected by the wars of its neighbors through a
number of channels including domestic destabilization, refugee flows, or
spillover effects on the attitudes of investors towards the risks in a region.
These spillover effects increase with the intensity of conflicts in
neighboring countries. See Murdoch and Sandler (2001a and 2001b).
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Indeed, some work has found that the mere expectation of
conflict is associated with lower personal savings rates,
which typically corresponds to lower investment.87 The
magnitude of these effects depends on how severe the
war is. For one, it depends on how much of a country is
affected – researchers Kosuke Imai and Jeremy
Weinstein for example find that the share of investment
in GDP falls by over 4 percentage points when conflicts
extend to about half the territory of a country. Paul
Collier has found that these investment effects depend
also on the length of a war and continue after wars
end.88

ESTIMATING THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF CONFLICT.
Studies of the effects of conflict on income and growth
can be undertaken using a framework developed for the
empirical study of economic growth.81 In this framework,
four variables are considered: physical capital, the labor
force, “human capital”82 and “total factor productivity.”83
The last feature, total factor productivity, includes
disparate features such as the level of technology, the
efficiency of markets or the climatic characteristics of an
economy. At any moment an economy has some quantity
of each of these four variables. Typically these quantities
change over time, with each one having a rate of
accumulation (a savings rate, or a rate of technological
progress) and a rate of destruction (a rate of depreciation).
Together, these quantities and their rates of change
determine both the expected wealth and the growth rate of
an economy. The ways in which a conflict affects an
economy can be described in terms of its impact on each
of these variables.

2. Population.
Population levels change during war. They go down
most obviously because of battle deaths, though in fact
more deaths tend to occur due to famine, disease and
the destruction of health services.89 Frances Stewart and
researchers at Oxford University record that between
1960 and 1995 approximately 18.5 million people died
from internal conflicts with almost half of these
occurring in Africa and over 80% occurring in lowincome countries generally.90 Conflict, is, however, also
likely to increase fertility rates.91 The implications of
these war-induced demographic changes for growth
rates are not clear and have not yet been a focus for
scholarly research.92
Beyond demographics, conflict may affect the role
of labor in production through distortions of labor
markets. In Mozambique for example Mozambican
National Resistance (RENAMO) used forced labor93
while in Sierra Leone “civil commanders” in the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forced labor into
“state farms.”94 In the extreme, slavery may be
introduced, as for example in Germany during the
Second World War95 and recently reported in Burma,
Liberia and Sudan.96 As well as human suffering, the

1. Physical Capital.
DESTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL CAPITAL. Violent conflicts
result in the destruction or removal of physical capital,
including bridges, buildings, and communications and
energy sector infrastructure. This lowers standards of
living in ways that may not be captured by GDP
measures. Hence for example, five years after the war in
Liberia ended, the capital Monrovia still did not have
electricity or running water. Similar long term damage is
done deliberately during international wars.84 Such losses
of physical capital are not yet well accounted for and do
not figure in most cross-national estimates of the costs
of war.
REDUCED INVESTMENT IN PHYSICAL CAPITAL. A fall in
investment (especially private rather than public
investment) has also been found by researchers.85
Indeed, rather than money coming into a country for
investment, war is likely to produce capital flight.86 A
rise in interest rates, resulting both from increased levels
of uncertainty and crowding-out due to government
deficit spending is also likely to reduce investment levels.

Russett and Slemrod (1993).
Surprisingly, Collier (1999a) finds that investments are particularly slow
in returning subsequent to short wars, rather than long wars.
89 The destruction of physical capital such as power or health
infrastructure also kills indirectly; and evidence indicates that such
destruction is in fact on the rise. King and Martin (2001).
90 Stewart et al. (2001a p. 71). Their figure includes deaths from the IranIraq and Vietnam wars.
91 See WHO 2000. This may in fact be due to the fall in a child’s life
expectancy – it is very common for lower life expectancy to result in
higher birth rates and often with net increases in population sizes.
92 The theoretical predictions are not clear in this instance. In neo-classical
growth models, lower population growth rates are associated with higher
per capita income. And conditional upon a given level of capital, a fall in
the size of the labor force will lead to a short run increase in per worker
productivity. On the other hand, a rise in fertility may reduce the
worker/dependent ratio and lower per capita income.
93 Brooke, James. 1988. “Visiting State Department Official Condemns
Mozambique’s Rebels.” New York Times, April 27, 1988.
94 Abdullah, Ibrahim and Patrick Muana (1998).
95 According to the Nuremberg Judgment, not only did German
authorities force labor in occupied territories, they deported “at least
5,000,000 persons to Germany to serve German industry and agriculture”
Steiner and Alston (2000, p. 119).
96 In using forced labor these groups are repeating practices established
under colonial rule (Mamdani 1996) and used by post-independence
governments (such as at present by the Burundian army (See for example
87
88

See Solow (2000) for a theoretical overview; for surveys see Durlauf
and Quah (1998) and Temple (1999), for resources, see Jonathan
Temple’s portal on economic growth.
82 Human capital, broadly, is meant to capture the productivity of workers
and not simply the number of workers. It typically includes, at the least,
levels of education and health.
83 This formulation is represented in the empirical literature by the work
of Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992). Recently Bernanke and Gürkaynak
(2001) showed that the Mankiw, Romer and Weil framework can be used
for any growth model with a balanced growth path.
84 During the Gulf War, for example, US forces, employing a strategy
referred to as “Bomb Now, Die Later,” targeted an estimated one third of
all cruise missiles at electrical power infrastructure. This destroyed not
just grids (which may have a short run effect of benefit to US strategy)
but power plants (whose destruction has more long term humanitarian
implications). See Washington Post, 1998. “The Fog of War: Bomb Now,
Die Later.”
85 Knight et al. (1996) and Imai and Weinstein (2000).
86 See Collier (1999a).
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undermining of labor markets is likely to have adverse
effects on economic efficiency.

improvements in metalworking arising from the
invention of firearms, to the development of the
Internet.101 The argument that war improves civilian
technology requires that increased demand for military
equipment leads to investment in new technology and
enhanced productivity.102 It also requires that military
innovations have non-military applications. Economist
Joel Mokyr suggests however that in fact few of the
military innovations from major periods of war – from
Roman aggression to the Napoleonic wars – produced
economic benefits and that military campaigns delayed
rather than spurred the industrial revolution.103 The
chances that technological innovation will provide
economic benefits in the context of contemporary civil
wars seems more remote. The economic benefits that
arise from military technological innovation derive
primarily from discoveries and production processes
rather than from the use of the new military technology.
Whereas the technological change that has taken place –
particularly during international wars – has relied on
innovation by countries that are economic leaders,
contemporary civil wars are fought largely by poorer
countries, far from the technological frontier. For these
countries, adoption of military technology is more
efficient than innovation, with the result that they are
left with stocks of Kalashnikovs and not the technology
or skills needed to make them.

3. Human Capital.
DESTRUCTION OF HUMAN CAPITAL. The skills and
abilities of a labor force alter as a result of conflict. As
with physical capital, human capital flees a country
during a conflict through migration. This could be
because educated workers may have more means to quit
a country. Or it may be because they specifically are
targeted for ideological (as in Cambodia under Pol Pot)
or tactical reasons (as for example in Sierra Leone97).
Human capital is also lost through declines in health
through the spread of diseases such as malaria and
tuberculosis. Worsening health conditions, like declines
in investment, affect economies well after war ends. One
recent study reported that “the additional burden of
death and disability incurred in 1999, from the indirect
and lingering effects of civil wars in the years 1991-97,
was approximately equal to that incurred directly and
immediately from all wars in 1999.”98
REDUCED INVESTMENT IN HUMAN CAPITAL. During
war, schools close and are destroyed and students and
often teachers join rebellions and armies. These effects
reduce investment in human capital. However, wars are
also likely to occur in countries where schooling levels
are already low and where, possibly, efforts are
underway in any case to raise the level of investment in
human capital. If so, war may slow the rate of growth in
human capital rather than actually causing declines. To
understand the magnitude of the effects due to conflict
we need estimates of the expected enrollment rates in
the absence of war. Researchers have not focused on
developing such measures.99

INTERRUPTION OF PRODUCTION AND MARKET
TRANSACTIONS. The most obvious way in which
production and trade is interrupted is by blocking
freedom of movement. People become less productive
when they are displaced or unable to access their
workplaces due to landmines and other threats.
Expectations of looting have implications for economic
production, much like taxation; and the responses to
looting, such as reduced travel, the closure of markets
(as for example in Liberia104) or the imposition of
curfews (as, for example, in Palestinian territories) hit
production and trade. Trade also requires trust and
social institutions (often referred to as “social capital”),
which, for many, may be destroyed by violent conflict.105
Conflicts also alter the level of regulation of trade
and production. To bestow favors on economic allies,
government or rebel groups often create monopolies.106

4. Total Factor Productivity
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION. Although no crossnational studies gauge the impacts of contemporary civil
wars on technology, there has been a long-standing
belief that war induces technological innovation that will
benefit the economy generally.100 And there are many
prominent examples of innovations arising during war
(or as part of defense programs), from the
Human Rights Watch, June 2000, “Burundi: Emptying the Hills.” Human
Rights Watch Report, Volume 12, Number 4(A)) and often indeed by the
governments they are fighting against (such as by FRELIMO in
Mozambique).
97 Keen (2001, p. 161) for example reports accounts of targeting of whitecollar workers in Sierra Leone for tactical reasons. In one interviewee’s
account : “They (the RUF) were only brutal to those they thought were a
threat – if you looked intelligent, a post office worker, a bank clerk, a
policeman. But those people left. The government people left.”
98 Ghobarah, Huth, and Russett (2001).
99 Stewart et al. (2001a p. 90) report trends. They note that over the
course of their conflicts, education levels fell in Angola, Mozambique and
Sierra Leone. In contrast there were gains in Burundi, Guatemala,
Afghanistan and Cambodia. While they provide no estimates of the
magnitude of shortfalls due to conflict, Stewart et al. suggest that the
levels of investment were lower in war countries than in non-war
countries.
100 Sombart (1913).

101 See Mokyr (1992, pp. 183 – 186) for a listing of war technologies of
more general economic benefit.
102 A related argument suggests that warfare provides benefits by
promoting a greater spirit of competition. Sombart (1913).
103 Mokyr (1992).
104 The Ministry of Defense in Liberia for example has moved to cancel
all market days for the duration of the war (IRIN, “Liberia: rebels take
Gbah.” 19 June 2002).
105 Azam et al. (1994).
106 William Reno for example has described the business-military relations
that underpin the involvement of Uganda and Rwanda in Congo, where
allegedly until recently the commander of the Congo contingent of the
Uganda People’s Defence Force distributed cobalt and diamond
concessions while officers conducted trade in merchandise and invested
in cell-phone networks and cyber cafés (Reno 2000b). Similarly Mwanasali
(2001) describes how the Rwandan-backed RCD introduced licenses to
Eastern Congo to regulate wholesalers.
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Regulating trade routes is also a weapon of war. In a
secessionist struggle for example, seceding areas may
attempt to limit exchange with the center in a bid to
realize autarky.107 Similarly, scorched earth policies or
the forced displacement of people can be used to alter
the material supplies to opposition groups,108 resulting,
in extreme cases such as Sudan109 or Biafra, in famine.
Regulation may also be imposed to increase production to
support a conflict, as for example in the United States
during the First and Second World Wars when
government intervention increased dramatically. By the
same token the weakening of unified control over
territories may reduce effective market regulation with
possible beneficial effects for production and trade (as
has been argued recently by Peter Maass for the case of
Somalia). While researchers have stressed ways in which
rises in regulation re-distribute resources, there has been
no systematic study of how the rise (or fall) of regulation
alters incentives for production and for trade in
contemporary civil wars.

compared with the predicted paths had there not been a
conflict. Using this approach scholars find that on average
economies in conflict grow at annual rates of between 1%
and 2% lower than economies during peacetime.112
However, even econometric approaches tend to provide
only a very partial accounting of the impacts of civil war.
One reason for this is that attempts that have been made
to date make very strong simplifying assumptions – for
example by imposing the assumption that the depreciation
rates of physical and human capital are the same. A
second, more important reason, is that econometric
growth models tend to take the levels of human capital and
savings or investment as given, without taking account of
the fact that these levels are themselves a result of
violence.113 In this way, they fail to attribute to conflict
costs that occur because of changes in the factors
described above.
DIFFERENT SECTORS ARE AFFECTED DIFFERENTLY. The
costs of war are borne differently by different sectors of
economies. Research documents the asymmetric impact
for different categories of individuals, finding especially
onerous impacts on the landless and urban poor114 and on
women and children.115 There are also asymmetric impacts
on different sectors of an economy. Paul Collier has
distinguished systematically between “war-invulnerable”
(arable subsistence and agriculture) and “war-vulnerable”
sectors (construction, transport, distribution, finance, and
manufacturing) of an economy.116 The distinction is based
largely on the extent to which different sectors depend on
capital and internal trade. In a study of Uganda, he found
that, as a share of GDP, war invulnerable activities
doubled in output while war vulnerable activities halved
during the war. Notably, the contraction of the warvulnerable sectors may make economies more dependent
on natural resource-dependence – this indicates one
economic path through which a history of conflict
increases the probability of future conflict.

There exists then a wide range of channels through which
conflict may affect economies. Some studies have
attempted to capture the impact of conflict on some of
these channels, notably on investment in physical capital
and on population levels. Yet no studies have succeeded in
measuring the aggregate costs of conflict through all these
different channels.
One difficulty for researchers is that estimating the
costs of war—beyond the direct costs due to the
destruction of capital—requires some best guess of how
the economy would have functioned in the absence of
war.110 Econometric models, however, are well suited for
dealing with this problem.111 The models produce
estimates of a growth path based on characteristics of an
economy, its history and the performance of other
peaceful and conflict-ridden economies, controlling for
their differences. Actual growth paths can then be

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OF REBEL GROUPS
There is considerable variation across conflicts in the ways
that rebel groups operate in the economy. Sometimes they
act as economic producers, providing public goods; often
however they act as extractors. Such variation in their
behavior has implications for the economic well-being of
populations as well as for the course of the conflict.

In some cases, as during the Irish War of Independence this may take
the form of a general boycott of flows to and from the center – hurting
the consumers of goods originating from the center and benefiting
“import-substituting” industries.
108 It is reported for example that government forcibly airlifted peasants
out of the Moxico, resettling them to refugee camps, in order to reduce
food production that could benefit UNITA fighters. IRIN, 10 December
2001. “IRIN Focus on Moxico conflict.”
109 ICG, (2002).
110 Many studies ignore the problem of a counterfactual and simply
document changes in economies during conflicts. There are for example
many careful attempts to calculate costs for single economies (see for
example the collection of studies in Stewart et al. 2001b, Amirahmadi
1990 or Fitzgerald and Grigsby 2000) and studies that compare the
performance of economies at war to the performance of their neighbors
(e.g. Stewart et al. 2001a). This last approach exaggerates the extent to
which neighbors are similar, but also may underestimate the impact of
war insofar as it fails to recognize the economic impacts of wars on
neighboring countries. A recent innovative approach uses data on
neighboring regions within Spain to generate a “synthetic” Basque region
whose economic performance, estimated as an average of the
performance of other regions, may then be compared with actual
performance (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2001).
111 See for example studies by de Melo et al. (1996), Collier (1999a),
Murdoch and Sandler (2001a) and Imai and Weinstein (2000).
107

HOW DO REBELS FINANCE THEMSELVES? Researchers at
the World Bank argue that the ability of groups to control
lucrative economic sectors determines whether they can
launch and sustain a campaign. There are, however,
counterexamples that indicate that the material
See Imai and Weinstein (2000) and Collier (1999a). For a review of
papers introducing conflict within the new growth tradition see GyimahBrempong and Corley (2002).
113 This is done for example in Murdoch and Sandler (2001a), Collier
(1999a) also conditions on human capital.
114 See for example FitzGerald (1997)
115 Ghobarah, Huth, and Russett (2001).
116 See Collier (1999a)
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requirements needed to sustain a rebellion may be very
low: The Mayi-Mayi in the Democratic Republic of Congo
provides one example of a low-tech, low-cost but longlasting rebel movement. As a recent report in Scientific
American demonstrated, small arms can be very cheap –
sometimes as little as $15 for an AK-47.117 And so can
labor. In cases where there is local support for the actions
of rebel groups, as with Chechyan rebels, the Viet Cong,
and the IRA, it may be possible for people with regular
employment to serve as “part time guerillas.”118 In other
cases, particularly where rebel groups do not benefit from
local support, high levels of financing may be required.
The primary means of financing considered by
econometric research and in policy responses is wealth
derived from control over valuable natural resources such
as drugs, oil, timber and “conflict diamonds.” However,
case study research indicates that this is too narrow a
focus: in fact rebel groups also rely heavily on agricultural
products – such as cashew nuts, tangerines, hazelnuts or
bananas – to finance their campaigns.119 Such agricultural
goods require continued production, often over extended
territories, and have different implications for the ways
that rebels interact with local economies and for policy
responses aimed at stemming financing.120 As yet however
agricultural products remain largely ignored.
A second means for funding is money collected from
nationals based overseas. Econometric work has found a
relationship between the size of a county’s emigrant
population and its propensity to have civil wars, from
which it has been deduced that emigrants must be funding
conflicts. The relationship has sometimes been used to
conclude that tougher immigration policies are needed in
rich countries. Neither conclusion is in fact supported by
the evidence. The relationship between conflict and the
size of emigrant populations could arise for a number of
reasons that have nothing to do with rebel financing. For
one, diasporas may be larger because a country has had a
history of shocks such as smaller conflicts or droughts that
could produce or signal longstanding grievances. High
emigration rates may also be the result of few job
opportunities (and high levels of dissatisfaction) at home.
Alternatively, high levels of emigration could alter the
characteristics of the residual population – possibly
resulting in a disproportionately low amount of
“entrepreneurs” and a disproportionately high amount of
frustrated people left behind. Or, the direction of causality
may run in the opposite direction: emigration may result

from expectations of future conflict.121 Any or all of these
effects could lead to the correlation that we observe
between the size of emigrant populations and conflict
without producing any evidence that emigrants typically
fund wars.122 Yet statistical research has not yet
distinguished between them. And of course, even if it were
the case that emigrants are an important source of finance
for wars, the implications for policy-makers will depend on
who is being financed - there is no systematic crossnational evidence to indicate that diasporas are funding
rebels rather than governments or civilian militias.123
Another source of rebel financing is sponsorship
from third party sources. Remarkably, recent econometric
work fails to probe the extent or impact of financing
resulting from Cold War politics or of local geopolitics.124
This is particularly surprising given the fact that the civil
wars being studied in this research took place largely over
the period of the Cold War and there are numerous welldocumented cases of financing of rebel groups by Cold
War powers (such as US support for UNITA and the
USSR’s support for the MPLA125), by local major powers
(such as the funding of RENAMO by South Africa) or by
religious sympathizers.
A final source of financing is voluntary transfers
(notably “subscriptions”) and involuntary transfers
(notably looting) from civilian populations. Such transfers
may determine the viability of a rebel organization, and
may condition its need for cash from other external
sources. The form of these transfers is likely to have
implications for the relations between rebel groups and
civilian populations, with both military and humanitarian
consequences. However, since most econometric work
relies on macro-economic data, it fails to record any
information about these exchanges. Gathering crossnationally comparable information on the forms of
financial relations between rebel groups and civilian
populations should become a research priority.
REBELS AS ECONOMIC PRODUCERS. It is easy to find cases
of economic destruction by warring groups; however it is
also important to understand the extent to which rebel
groups also engage in economic production. In some
instances, by functioning as service providers and as
organizers of economic activity, rebel groups may act as
surrogate states, underscore the irrelevance of the
government and develop support among civilian
populations. In the War of Independence in Ireland (1916121 Attempts have been made to capture these reverse causality effects.
They are however difficult to measure in part because start dates for a
conflict often reflect points at which battle deaths reach large numbers
rather than points at which civilian populations are severely effected (or
expect to be effected).
122 For earlier more qualitative work see Angoustures and Pascal (1996).
123 See Sambanis (2001).
124 These are also difficult relations to test. Collier and Hoeffler (2001) use
a dummy variable for the cold war; this dummy however simply test
whether there was more violence during the cold war period rather than
testing for relationships between stances of foreign governments –
neighbors or superpowers – towards different countries and the
likelihood of war.
125 See Stockwell (1978).

See Boutwell and Klare (2000).
118 The BBC report that Russian troops have been confronting part-time
guerillas in Chechnya: 3 July 2000, “Chechen bombers haunt Russians.”
Part-time guerillas in Vietnam are described in “The US Army in
Vietnam.” American Military History, Army Historical Series, United
States Army Center of Military History. Eamon Collins (1998) meanwhile
describes in his autobiography his years working both for the British
security services by day and for the IRA by night.
119 Examples include cashew nuts in Casamance (Evans 2002), tangerines
and hazelnuts in Abkhazia (King 2001) and bananas in Somalia (Clarke
and Herbst 1997).
120 The implications for the duration of conflicts that arise from variations
in the resources used for financing are discussed below.
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1921), Sinn Féin and the IRA created a parallel structure of
public goods provision to rival that provided by London.
Similar structures have been provided by the EPLF who
have supplied medical, veterinary and judicial services in
Eritrea126 and by Maoist rebels supplying banking services
and courts in Nepal.127 There is, however, considerable
variation in the extent to which and the form in which
rebel groups provide services. While in some places groups
imitate states as service providers, elsewhere, they imitate
states as extractors, using forced labor to manage local
economies. This variation in the extent to which rebel
groups provide public goods is of substantive importance,
it is also likely to have implications for the forms of
violence, for whether a war is sustainable and for options
for peace settlements. Nonetheless, as yet, scholarship has
not concentrated on explaining (or even measuring) this
variation.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TAXATION. In some instances, conflict
has helped to strengthen taxation systems as a result of the
state’s increased need for revenues, its inability to access
revenues from external sources and its enlarged mandate
to intervene in the economy. Canada for example
introduced income taxes in 1917 to help pay for its war
efforts and succeeded in maintaining this revenue source
after the end of the war.132 Similarly, wars fought by Britain
in the 18th century and by the United States in the 19th and
20th centuries are often held to explain the development of
institutions of domestic taxation.133 Conversely, some
scholars argue that the lack of a military threat to
contemporary developing nations helps to explain the
weakness of those states.134 One implication is that the
present rise in civil wars may be what is needed to
strengthen states, and in Edward Luttwak’s phrase we
should give war a chance.135 This conclusion, however, is
problematic. While there is considerable evidence for
relations between international war and state formation,
particularly in Europe, there is little evidence that the logic
holds for contemporary civil wars. Possible reasons for the
differences are suggested by sociologist Miguel Angel
Centeno’s study of war and taxation.136 Drawing on the
Latin American experience, Centeno suggests that conflict
does not lead to developments in institutions of taxation
when state administrative capacity is low, when state
control over its own territory is weak and when states have
access to “external” sources of revenue. All three
conditions are likely to hold for poor, natural resourcedependent states undergoing civil war. It is inappropriate
then to expect that states presently undergoing civil war
will repeat the European experience and become stronger
as a result of their conflicts.

POLICIES OF GOVERNMENTS DURING WAR
CHANGES IN EXPENDITURE ALLOCATIONS. Like other
protagonists of conflict, governments use economic tools
as a weapon of war. For governments, the most important
weapon is the re-organization of expenditure across
regions and across sectors. In secessionist conflicts
governments reallocate expenditure strategically either to
punish (as in northern Mali) or to appease (as in southern
Senegal) the secessionist areas. Governments allocate
budget expenditure to promote particular industries –
steel, technology, energy, armaments. Also, as might be
expected, defense expenditure may come to constitute
extremely high shares of total expenditure.128 The rise in
defense expenditure during conflict is typically paid for by
cuts in social expenditure – and from the health sector in
particular.129 With a drop in expenditure on health and a
rise in demand for health services, the health sector
typically gets hit hard, with long-lasting effects.130 As
suggested for example by Frances Stewart and her
colleagues,131 if rises in defense expenditure are inevitable,
then maintaining social expenditure at levels that can
protect poor populations requires fiscal expansion. The
implication is that if international financial institutions
require fiscal contraction as part of structural adjustment
programs put in place in wartime, they are likely to cause
especially extreme hardship for the poor.

OTHER MACROECONOMIC POLICIES. In countries that fail
to develop their institutions of taxation and that also face a
falling tax base, the rise in defense expenditure results in a
squeezing of other sectors. If governments also lose
control over export commodities or face a suspension of
aid there may be a more severe loss of foreign exchange. In
response, government actions to pay for ensuing deficits
include issuing war bonds or, simply, printing money. The
latter increases domestic inflation while the rise in
domestic debt will compound the effects of increased risk
to push up domestic interest rates and crowd out private
investment.
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATIONS DURING WAR
International corporations that function in conflict
situations, particularly those working with natural resource
extraction, are likely to find themselves having to take
strategic choices that will have implications for warring
groups. If corporations control stocks of lootable assets,
then they may be one of the targets of conflict and may

See Pool (1998).
127 See for example Harding, Luke 2001. “Nepal army kills 390 Maoists.”
The Observer. Sunday May 5, 2002.
128 In the late 1990s for example, Angola defense expenditure averaged
around 35% of all expenditure, peaking in 1999 with a 41% allocation to
defense (HRW 2001).
129 Stewart et al. (2001a, p. 85). Stewart et al. (2001a p. 88) report
decreases in social expenditure per head in Angola, Ethiopia, Liberia,
Somalia, Uganda, El Salvador, Iran and Iraq, and rises Mozambique,
Nicaragua and Sudan. While it is useful to have such records of trends, I
have found no cross-national work that attempts to quantify the expected
effect of conflict on social expenditure using estimates of predicted trends
in the absence of conflict.
130 Ghobarah, Huth, and Russett (2001).
131 Stewart et al. (2001a, 2001b)
126

See the description of the process offered by the government of
Canada.
133 See for example Mann (1993), Tilly (1990), and Rosenthal (1998).
134 See for example Bates (2001, p. 83).
135 Luttwak (1999).
136 Centeno (1997).
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have to choose between providing for their own security
through the use of mercenary groups or, at least tacitly,
entering into deals with one side or another in a conflict.137
These conditions raise difficult questions: Can
corporations function during conflicts without making
things worse? Does the presence of corporations affect the
type or levels of violence employed, or the chances for one
side or other to win? Does it facilitate the flow of finances
or weapons to fighting groups, or does it affect the way the
economy responds to a conflict? Sadly, despite some
careful work on the activities of particular industries in
particular countries, these comparative questions have
been largely ignored by scholars, particularly those engaged
in econometric research.138
In contrast to the relative silence from academics,
many non-governmental groups have paid considerable
attention to the economic roles of corporations during
conflicts. In the process, corporations have faced criticism
for working in conflict zones and in countries where
human rights are being abused (see for example: Global
Witness, Business & Human Rights and Project
Underground). NGOs have called for campaigns against
companies supporting governments during conflicts (see
for example the report by Christian Aid on the activities of
oil companies in Sudan). In addition, actions taken against
business activities that foster low intensity conflict or
environmental damage139 also have implications for war
contexts. NGOs for example are pushing for legislation
for disclosure by corporations of their relations with
military and police forces (see the International Right to
Know Campaign) which, if successful, could have broad
application. NGO lobbying extends now also to
corporations that are not located in conflict areas but that
trade with those that are. Hence for example, the Danish
firm DLH has been targeted by Global Witness140 and
Greenpeace for trading with corporations in Liberia.141

Oil Corporations During Conflicts
Oil companies have sided with governments in a number of
conflicts. In Sudan, for example, revenues from oil operations by
firms from Canada (Talisman) Sweden (Lundin AB), China
(China National Petroleum Corporation’s PetroChina), Malaysia
(Petronas) and Austria (OMV) have allowed the government to
increase its offensive capabilities. The government of Sudan now
possesses attack helicopters, purchased using oil revenues from
the Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Company, a company
jointly owned by these Canadian, Malaysian and Chinese
corporations. It uses airfields maintained by the oil company to
launch its attacks. Evidence also suggests that the helicopter
attacks have killed civilians indiscriminately.142 Similarly, oil
revenues have funded the government of Angola during its wars
against the diamond-funded UNITA.143 And the French oil
company, Elf, has also been severely criticized.144 Elf has recently
been indicted, along with President Sassou Nguesso of the
Republic of Congo, for war crimes committed October 1997 in
Congo,145 standing accused of direct involvement in the war
subsequent to claims that massacres were carried out by Elf’s
helicopters in a bid to preserve contracts for the corporation.146
One feature that appears to make the involvement of oil
corporations in Angola and the Republic of Congo particularly
problematic is that, by signing deals with fighting groups for
options on assets not yet controlled, they provide further
incentives for groups to capture war booty.147

POLICY RESPONSES. In response to these criticisms some
corporations have begun to publish “social responsibility
reports.”148 The Social Responsibility Reports by Talisman
Oil for example have been made publicly available on-line.
In addition, a number of forums for coordinating
corporate policies have been established, including the
Corporate Social Responsibility Forum, the UN initiated
Global Compact and ad hoc consultative groups. In
December 2000 one set of such meetings between
companies (Chevron, Texaco, Freeport MacMoran,
Conoco, Shell, BP, Rio Tinto), NGOs and the
governments of the US and UK, produced a set of
guidelines for corporate action, the Voluntary Principles
142 In one incident in February 2002, helicopter attacks struck a World
Food Program food distribution point in the Upper Nile Region killing 24
people.
143 See Cilliers and Dietrich (2000).
144 In complaints lodged with the UN, The International League for the
Rights and Liberation of Peoples (2000) complained that: “ELF and the
French state are responsible for systematic and repeated violations of the
right of people to peace. The French oil magnates encouraged the
secession of Biafra. In Angola, they intervened preventing Savimbi and
Dos Santos' victory thus further prolonging the suffering of the Angolan
people. They supported in arms and finance all the warring parties present
in Congo Brazzaville, in Mobutu's Zaire, in Central Africa, in Rwanda, in
Sudan. They utilized Gabon as a platform for arms sale and mercenaries
in Biafra, in Benin. They contributed through civil wars and interventions
to general and continued destabilization of Africa.”
145 “Elf est poursuivie pour son soutien au président congolais Sassou
Nguesso.” Le Monde, 18. October 2001. AFP , 12/10/2001, “Plainte
collective déposée contre Sassou Nguesso et TotalFinaElf”
146 The fact that the helicopters bore ELF’s logo seems not to be in
dispute. ELF claims, however, that the helicopters, hired on previous
occasions by ELF, belong to another firm that failed to remove ELF’s
logo.
147 This hypothesis is suggested and finds support in Ross (2002c).
148 See, for a book length treatment, Bomann-Larsen (2002).

Take the example of diamonds. Domestic diamond assets have played
an important role in promoting conflict in three diamond producing
African countries (Angola, Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of
Congo). Trade in diamonds has also played a role in conflicts involving
neighboring states, in particular in Liberia and in Zimbabwe. Diamond
corporations, if they do not withdraw, have tried either to strike deals
with governments, or, when states are weak, to continue mining using
private military (mercenary) groups for security. Hence for example
DiamondWorks and Branch Energy in Sierra Leone worked with
Sandline (Smillie et al. 2000) and Executive Outcomes. The latter group
was also employed by the government of Sierra Leone.
138 For a non-econometric policy-oriented study of the role of
corporations in conflict, see Haufler (2001).
139 Notably the focus on Shell subsequent to the execution of Ken Saro
Wiwa and the impacts of Freeport-McMoRan Copper and Gold Inc. on
indigenous communities in Indonesia (Abrash 2001).
140 See Global Witness’s briefing to the UN.
141 The case concerns links with the Oriental Timber Company (OTC).
DLH trades with the company despite evidence that OTC’s activities are
linked to arms trafficking, to the conflict in neighboring Sierra Leone and
to gross human rights violations, as well as environmental destruction.
On links between timber firms and the arms trade in Liberia, see the
Report of the UN Panel of Experts: S/2001/1015.
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On Security And Human Rights. The principles require
investigation of allegations of human rights abuses, greater
dialogue with local communities, and standards for the use
of private security firms. While the principles carry no legal
weight they provide a basis for monitoring corporate
action.

intended effect of humanitarian aid is to provide the means
to survive, it may result in a perpetuation of conflict.156 In
support of this discomforting thesis, it has indeed been the
case that not only has there been a rise in humanitarian
activity over time but the average duration of wars has
been increasing over time.157 Causal arrows probably run in
both directions. It does not follow however, as suggested
by warring parties, and, occasionally by academics, that the
starvation or massacre of one side is either an acceptable
or a necessary price to pay for peace.
Added to this there are economic arguments that may
link aid to prolonged conflict: aid activity that is centered
primarily on import and distribution may produce
economic enclaves that prevent the generation of the
economic ties that can lead to conflict resolution.158
While such debates over whether aid does more harm
than good are morally complex,159 this is an area where as
yet there has been little systematic research.

Other responses include more formal bans on trade,
notably relating to the diamond industry.149 Diamond bans,
however, have proven to date largely ineffective. Bans
against exports from particular countries have already been
in place without great success in large part due to the
complicity of African leaders, international corporations
and trading institutions in wealthy nations.150 After
sustained whistle blowing, fears that sanctions and the
publicity concerning the role of diamonds in fuelling
conflicts will hurt the entire industry have now resulted in
a number of initiatives involving corporations and
governments to allow for the separation of conflict
diamonds (an estimated 4% of global production) from
non-conflict diamonds. These include notably the recent
Kimberley Process that requires a “chain of warranties”
linking individual diamonds to their mine of origin.151

Hence, aid agencies have been criticized for providing
humanitarian relief that may serve to exacerbate conflicts.
They have also been criticized for suspending development
operations during conflicts.160 It may seem unfair to
criticize aid agencies both for doing too much and for
doing too little. However, both criticisms relate to a failure
of agencies to develop an understanding of the economics
of conflict and the political nature of their own
interventions. These interrelations should push donors to
continue more development-oriented rather than simply
relief-oriented programs and should encourage them to be
more conscious of the political ramifications of their
actions. Hence for example, in a bid to maintain some
minimal level of expenditure on public goods and social
services, Frances Stewart and her colleagues focus on the
need to provide fiscal support to governments who divert
funds towards military expenditure. In doing so, however,
the donor community is likely to liberate more resources
for military action and possibly prolong the conflict.161 In
some cases, for aid agencies to evaluate whether or not this
makes sense they will need to decide which side, if any,
they want to win. Alternatively they will need to develop
economic interventions that support peace processes.162

ACTIONS BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
Aid agencies stand accused of making matters worse in war
zones. By functioning during conflicts they become agents
in war economies. To deliver relief to priority areas they
may, as was the case in Sierra Leone in the mid-1990s,
have to decide whether to pay rebel groups for right of
passage through their roadblocks or to look for more
costly or less efficient alternatives. In Sierra Leone, many
chose to pay off the rebels.152 Elsewhere, aid agencies pay
armed groups for protection and provide the lootable
commodities that groups fight for.153 And by supporting
refugee camps they may (as with Malian Tuaregs camped
in Mauritania) provide material resources that are
transmitted to fighting groups154 or (as was the case for the
Rwandese Interahamwe camped in Goma) they may provide
the security needed for fighting groups to regroup.
Such unintended consequences of humanitarian
intervention have received much attention, which has
resulted in the establishment of a number of codes of
conduct.155 The problem, however, may run deep. Edward
Luttwak, for example, argues that since, after all, an

SANCTIONS. One economic weapon that can be used by
the international community to alter the policies of foreign
governments and stem the financing accruing to rebel

149 See for example the UN resolution on conflict diamonds
(A/RES/55/56) of December 2000.
150 Hence UN Resolutions 1173 and 1176 that limit the export of
Angola’s easily-recognized diamonds have simply resulted in the rerouting of the diamonds through Israel or the Ukraine for a first round of
polishing before being sold onwards (Gamba and Cornwell in Berdal and
Malone 2000). The Fowler Report, released in December 2000 criticizes
institutions in the north – particularly in Belgium for facilitating the trade.
See for example Human Rights Watch’s “Backgrounder.”
151 See also suggestions by De Beers: “De Beers calls for firm diamond
industry action on ‘conflict diamonds’”
152 Interviews with aid agencies in Sierra Leone, April 1996.
153 See Compagnon (1998), Rufin (1995) and de Waal and Omar (1993).
154 Supplies from refugee camps in Mauritania were transmitted to
fighters in Mali during the “second Tuareg rebellion.” Interviews with
MFUA leaders, Mali 2001.
155 A notable example is the Red Cross / NGO code of conduct.
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Luttwak (1999).
Fearon (2002). See Footnote 1.

Richards (1996) argues that this mechanism was
plausibly at work in the Sierra Leone case.
158

159 We do well nonetheless to be reminded by David Shearer (2000), who
writes that in this area most analysis tends to rely heavily on anecdotal
evidence. Shearer argues that the impacts of aid are likely to be much
more modest that we believe – and aid agencies would have us believe.
160 Stewart et al. (2001a).
161 Indeed this argument is made for the case of Mozambique (Brück
2001, p. 87) in the same volume in which Stewart et al argues for
increased fiscal support for government services during conflict.
162 The International Crisis Group for example recommend maintaining
local development initiatives and integrating them into community peace
processes (International Crisis Group 2002, p. 21).
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groups is sanctions. To date however, sanctions have
proved to be a blunt weapon of policy; with most attempts
at coercion through sanctions ending in failure.163 If
groups finance activity though trading illegal commodities
– such as drugs – and buying commodities illegally – such
as arms – the existence of sanctions is likely to be
irrelevant. Even if commodities are otherwise legal, the
ability to transship through neighboring states may severely
reduce the impact of sanctions. Attempts to limit diamond
exports from Sierra Leone have been largely frustrated by
the ability of diamond traders to transship through Liberia,
the Gambia and Côte d’Ivoire.164 Even when sanctions
have real impacts it is not just intended targets that
suffer.165 Indeed it is wrong to think of sanctions as a nonviolent weapon: they often result quite directly in the
deaths of large numbers of civilians.166 As with trade
protectionism, sanctions have distributive implications,
hurting producers of export commodities and benefiting
producers of import substitutes. By acting like market
regulation that protects domestic monopolies and limits
distribution channels, sanctions may also increase
opportunities for corruption. This arguably was the case in
Haiti167 and in former Yugoslavia where sanctions have
allegedly benefited Milosevic and a small clique of élites.168
And if the rationale for traditional sanctions is that they
work by inflicting pain on civilians so that they in turn put
pressure on their leaders, then sanctions seem especially
inappropriate in war contexts, where mechanisms of
accountability are particularly weak.169
Nonetheless during the 1990s, there was an explosion
in the use of United Nations Security Council imposed
sanctions.170 Sanctions policies have however become
more sophisticated, with the recent development of more
targeted sanctioning. New approaches freeze the assets or
block the freedom of movement of particular individuals.
The development of these new “smart” sanctions has been
promoted by the Swiss Government through the
Interlaken Process, which focused on financial sanctions,
and by the German government whose project focused on
arms embargoes and travel bans. This work continues with
support from the Swedish government. However, because
of their lack of comprehensiveness, targeted sanctions may

lead to the exemption of particular commodities through
either successful lobbying by industries with economic
interests in the commodities or because of increased
complexity of political or bureaucratic processes for
determining the coverage of sanctions. As a case in point it
is striking that despite the existence of sanctions against
the Taylor regime in Liberia, the timber industry – which
provides financing for the Taylor government and which
has been linked to arms deals by the United Nations Panel
of Experts – is not covered by the sanctions regime.171
MILITARY AID AND MILITARY TRADE. A second area in
which the international community can take direct action
to alter the incentives or capabilities of fighting groups is
through the production and distribution of arms. While
much recent work by scholars has concentrated on
commodities produced in warring countries, often for
consumption in wealthy nations, the arms that are used to
do the killing are largely produced in, and sold by,
wealthier countries; and often with the support of
governments of these countries.172
These arms make their ways to warring countries
through two channels: as aid or through trade. Military aid
(often classified as development aid) is used systematically,
and with some success, to alter the policies of foreign
governments and has often been used to support one side
or other in a civil war.173 As yet however there is little
evidence that it has been successful in promoting peace
and indeed econometric evidence suggests that increases in
military aid are associated with increased future levels of
conflict.174 One reason is that military aid, by providing the
means for increased violence, can heighten tensions rather
than leading simply to a clarification of power
asymmetries; in some situations it may indeed lead to
increases in aid to the other side from rival donors.
Another reason is that the motivations for military aid
derive from the economic and security concerns of the
171 Rather than aiming to stem the industry, the UN calls instead for the
Liberian government to put revenues from the industry to use for
“legitimate social, humanitarian and development purposes” (UN Security
Council Press Release, SC/7392).
172 Although developing countries are also weapons producers and
suppliers, especially China and Brazil. Other developing countries include
South Africa, Israel, Egypt, and India (see Bitzinger (1992) and Brzoska,
et al. (1986)).
173 Hence, for a recent example, in August 2002 the US moved with broad
bipartisan support to allow for the withdrawal of military aid to all
countries that become members of the International Criminal Court but
do not pledge to protect Americans in their countries from the court (See
for example, the International Herald Tribune, “U.S. warns that backers
of tribunal may lose aid.” 12 August 2002. As an example of more direct
use of aid for economic advantages, the Bush administration announced
in April 2002 planned expenditure of $98 million in aid to support a
Colombian army brigade in order to protect the Caño Limón pipeline,
used to service California-based Occidental Petroleum. (See for example
Newsweek April 8 Issue). Other recent actions to support governments in
oil rich states against rebel groups are recorded in Foreign Policy Focus,
18 June 2002.
174 Econometric work by Sylvan (1976) on the impacts of sharp increases
in military aid suggests that these are generally associated with a rise in
international conflict after a lag of approximately two years. A word of
caution on these models: plausibly such sharp rises in aid occur in
anticipation of future conflict, in which case causality may run in part in
the opposite direction.

163 Hufbauer, Schott and Elliot (1990) find that two thirds of 115 cases of
sanctions imposed between the first world war and 1990 failed to meet
even with partial success. See also Mack and Khan (2000).
164 Davies and Fofana (2002).
165 Weiss (1999).
166 See Mack and Khan (2000).
167 Gibbons (1999).
168 See for example BBC, 10 July 2000, “Yugoslavia sanctions failing” and
5 October, 2000, “Clinton pledge on lifting sanctions.”
169 For a discussion on when general sanctions are likely to work, See
Mack and Khan (2000).
170 Sanctions have been imposed against Iraq (1990), the former
Yugoslavia (1991, 1992 and 1998), Libya (1992), Liberia (1992), Somalia
(1992), Haiti (1993), Rwanda (1994), Sudan (1996), Sierra Leone (1997)
and Afghanistan (1999). Sanctions have also been imposed on parts of
Cambodia (1992) parts of Angola (1993, 1997 and 1998) and parts of the
former Yugoslavia (1999). And there has been a sharp rise in sanctions
imposed by individual governments or groups of governments. The most
comprehensive work has been produced by Cortright and Lopez (2000)
for the IPA. Reports on particular sanctions are available from the Global
Policy Forum.
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donor country rather than from the needs of citizens in the
recipient countries. Research finds that historically these
motivations have rarely been humanitarian.175 Add to this
the fact that providing aid, while bolstering allies, does not
guarantee influence. Econometric studies in fact suggest
that military aid is most effective in influencing foreign
policy rather than domestic policy and has greatest impacts
on civilian administrations – conditions that are not met in
many civil war contexts.176
When arms that have been produced in wealthier
countries are traded, there is less control over where they
end up and an even lower probability that they will reduce
conflict. The trade in small arms and light weapons177 has
grown dramatically since the end of the Cold War with
falling prices and a massive proliferation of arms resulting
from the changing economic situations and security
concerns of producer countries.178 While arms sales in the
1980s were led by the USSR, the US, the UK and France179
many of the small arms (as well as attack helicopters) used
in civil wars in the 1990s are traced to Eastern European
and former Soviet Union countries – Bulgaria in
particular.180 Small arms flows from Eastern Europe181 for
example have made their way smoothly to West African
conflicts despite various arms embargoes thanks to poor
regulation by exporting countries as well as the complicity
by governments of countries neighboring civil war zones,
notably Cote d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso.182 There are two
approaches to limiting the trade in arms, one treats it
essentially as a policing problem and focuses on the illicit
market; the other focuses on the roles states play in
promoting and facilitating arms sales to warring areas.
These different approaches are a point of contention
between governmental and non-governmental groups.
While NGOs call for greater regulation of sales by
governments (Human Rights Watch for example calls for a

standardized end-user certificate, and for the UN to
compile and publish information on violations of end-user
certificate provisions183), governmental attempts to stem
the proliferation of small arms have focused narrowly on
illegal trafficking rather than on governmental
responsibility.184
Other responses focus on particular weapons such as
cluster bombs and especially the production, distribution
and use of land mines.185 Land mines, by making
productive areas inaccessible well after a conflict ends,
have particularly severe economic consequences. Costing
as little as $3 to purchase they can cost thousands of
dollars to clear.186 The greatest advances in land mines
policy have taken place through the 1997 Convention on
the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production, and
Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and On their
Destruction. Yet support for land mine prohibitions has
been uneven. While the convention has been ratified by
121 states187 and has been closely monitored by nongovernmental groups,188 to date the ban has not been
supported by the U.S., China or Russia. The U.S. is now
one of just fourteen countries that continues to allow the
production of antipersonnel mines.189
WAR DURATION AND TERMINATION
REBEL FINANCING AND CONFLICT DURATION. Economic
features help to explain the duration of wars. Studies find
for example that wars last longer in poorer countries than
in wealthier ones, although the reasons for this are not well
understood.190 Research has focused especially on the
implications of sources of financing for war duration. Two
approaches try to relate financing to duration. Both are
problematic.
One approach stresses the military implications of
financing, arguing that aid or natural resource financing
creates longer wars by enabling rebel groups to keep
fighting. However, the likelihood of a military victory will
depend not simply on the level of assets available to rebels,
but on the relative strength of the fighting groups. Hence,

175 Schoultz (1981) for example claims that “United States aid tended to
flow disproportionately to the hemisphere’s relatively egregious violators
of human rights.” (Quoted in Blanton 2000). Blanton (2000), using
econometric techniques finds that a good human rights record does
appear to improve the chances of receiving US military assistance but that
the amount received is not related to a country’s record on human rights.
It should also be noted that there has been important variation over time.
In the mid to late 1970s there was a significant decline in Military
Assistance Programs, and the delivery of weaponry through the Excess
Defense Articles program in response to human rights abuses in Latin
America. Military aid grew again under the Reagan administration.
Meernik et al. (1998) meanwhile argue that since the end of the cold war,
US foreign assistance priorities have become less focused on US security
concerns and now focus more on ideological values.
176 More generally, academic research has found that “Successful
influence attempts [by the U.S using arms transfers] are more likely when
the United States used promises or rewards, focused on altering the
recipient's foreign policy, made the attempt on civilian regimes, supplied
more of the recipient's arms, and made attempts in the first half of the
cold war era, when the United States was generally more powerful” (Sislin
1994).
177 On small arms and light weapons see Boutwell (1995); for general
references see this Light Weapons Bibliography and Resource List..
178 See for example Laurence (1998).
179 See Grimmett (1990).
180 See the Human Right Watch (1999).
181 See Human Rights Watch (2001b).
182 Formally, according to Human Rights Watch, many of these transfers
were conducted using documents reporting Guinea to be the end user.

Insofar as a coordinating body exists it is the Wassenaar Arrangement
on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Technology.
The arrangement is informal and involves twice annual sharing of
information regarding transfers of dual use technologies. The secretariat
notes however that that “the decision to transfer or deny transfer of any
item will be the sole responsibility of each Participating State. All
measures undertaken with respect to the arrangement will be in
accordance with national legislation and policies and will be implemented
on the basis of national discretion.”
184 See Hilterman (2001). Notably however governments in developing
countries have taken actions to better coordinate the small arms markets
in their regions. A key example of this kind of initiative is the moratorium
introduced by 16 West African ECOWAS states. See the Moratorium on
the Importation, Exportation and Manufacture of Light Weapons.
185 See Human Rights Watch reports on Landmines as well as resources at
website of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL).
186 See the Canadian government reports: Landmines and Development
and Landmines: The Hidden Barrier to Development .
187 This Figure is as of November 2001. For updates see the ICRC.
188 See Landmine Monitor reports for 1999, 2000, and 2001.
189 Although the US no longer appears to be actively producing
antipersonnel mines See the Human Rights Watch Report “Exposing the
Source: U.S. Companies and the Production of Antipersonnel Mines.”
190 See Fearon (2002) and Collier, Hoeffler and Söderbom (2001).
183
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if rebel groups have the upper hand, then reducing their
resources may make a decisive victory less likely. We
would expect then that more financing to a given group
will make conflict termination more difficult only if that
group was weaker in the first place.
A second approach argues that groups that benefit
during conflict may prefer to fight than to win.191 Indeed a
surprisingly broad set of actors may do well out of war.
However, to provide a convincing case for the idea that
the benefits of war explain duration, these authors need to
show not just that individuals benefit in wartime but that
they benefit more than they would in times of peace. To do this
they need to confront a paradox studied by economists
who focus on the material, rather than the psychological or
political, gains from war: since (assuming that war entails
some destruction) any material gains that accrue to either
side from conflict could be achieved more efficiently
through a peaceful process, then there always exists an
alternative peaceful arrangement that could, in principle,
leave everyone better off. The logic of the argument
should push proponents of an economic agendas approach
to demonstrate not simply that people do well out of war
but that there are factors that prevent these parties from
doing equally well or better during peacetime.

administration. The second impediment suggested by
Collier is that it may not be defensible to grant some
protagonists of conflict compensation for laying down
their arms – notably human rights violators. In fact some
agreements, such as the South African peace agreements
and the Lomé Accord for Sierra Leone, do give
compensation and prestige to human rights violators in a
bid to end conflict. Hence for many conflicts these two
impediments may be overcome.193 The problem may,
however, be more difficult if compensation requires the
pursuit of illegal activities during peacetime that
protagonists succeed in undertaking during war. This it
seems is what leads to the special relationship between
illegal economic activities, the illegal drug trade in
particular, and protracted conflicts.194 This distinction finds
empirical support: while the presence of natural resources,
broadly defined, does not affect the duration of conflict,195
countries that export contraband do appear to have longer
wars on average.196 In these instances, unless states are
willing to turn a blind eye to trade in illegal goods by
protagonists of conflict, settlements will be difficult to
achieve.197 In the absence of alternative forms of
compensation, peace in such conflicts then may require
victory rather than negotiation.
ECONOMIC POLICIES DURING TRANSITIONS TO PEACE.
Economics is central to transitions to peace. Many of the
links are straightforward: if economic issues were in part
responsible for the initial war outbreak then addressing the
original economic issues will likely help to avoid war reoccurrence. And whatever the origins of the conflict, the
destruction brought about by war will produce the need
for economic reconstruction, for the re-organization of
production and trade, for the retraining and reintegration
of ex-combatants and possibly for provisions for
distributing resources to winners or losers. All of these
require extraordinary financing; yet governments are likely
to be in financial straits after a conflict, in part because in
the short run, security budgets are likely to remain high
(especially if the conflict does not end definitively), the tax
base is likely to remain low, and coercive means used to
collect taxes during a conflict may have to be foregone in
peacetime.198 Unless there is ready access to aid or foreign
debt high interest and inflation rates are likely to persist.
The economic compensation for winners or losers
takes a central position at the end of a conflict. Before the
Second World War, economist John Maynard Keynes
argued that all sides need to benefit from a settlement to

Doing well out of the Algerian conflict

“The military leaders manipulate the atmosphere of fear and violence
to accumulate funds, especially through commissions on trade, which
they use to support an extensive political patronage system that
buttresses their hold on power. The Islamists use the state of
emergency to fund their activities through extortion and the black
market. In between, both private and public sector interests exploit
the gaps in an officially sanctioned culture of corruption and
profiteering to make personal gains from the privatisation process
and prevent genuine competition in key sectors such as construction
and pharmaceuticals. The mass of the population continues to be
excluded from the benefits that market liberalisation promised.”
Source: International Crisis Group, “Algeria's Economy: The
Vicious Circle of Oil and Violence.”

Why then can peaceful settlements not always be reached
that leave rebel groups at least as well off as they would be
fighting? Paul Collier suggests two impediments to
peaceful agreements.192 The first is that groups are not able
to guarantee that they will adhere to the agreement after
the deal is made. Individuals may have different strengths
in times of peace and in times of conflict. If those who are
powerful in times of peace are not able to guarantee to
those that are benefiting during conflict that they will
honor peace settlements, then beneficiaries of conflict may
do better to rely on the benefits they can guarantee
themselves using violence. This problem is often
surmountable by introducing third parties to oversee the
application of accords or by providing positions to
protagonists within institutions of state – the army and the
191
192

193 The Lomé Accords did not stick, in part it seems because Foday
Sankoh felt he could profit more from the smuggling of diamonds than
he could through overseeing their sale through the organs of state.
194 For empirical evidence on the relationship between war duration and
illegal commodities see Fearon (2002).
195 Collier, Hoeffler and Söderbom (2001).
196 See Fearon (2002).
197 The Government of Senegal for example appears to have been willing
to tolerate marijuana production and sale by the Front Nord of the MFDC
in return for peace in the zones of Casamance that it controls.
198 See Azam et al. (1994).

See Keen (2000) and Collier (2000c).
Collier (2000b p. 104)
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prevent grievances being rekindled.199 For international
wars at least, Keynes’ position finds support in the theory
that the reparations imposed on Germany after the First
World War was in part responsible for the Second World
War.200 The principle is, however, applied unevenly at the
end of civil conflicts. The peace accords in Mali included
clauses to provide jobs for the ex-combatants within the
national army and in the Malian administration. It also
provided for increased investment in the north, notably
funds for small to medium sized enterprises. The accords
were successfully implemented in 1995 and since then
there have been no further outbreaks of conflict. In
contrast in Liberia the accords contained no substantial
economic provisions and resulted in a further
concentration of economic and political power in the
hands of Charles Taylor; Liberia is now again facing civil
war. The implications of different re-distributive clauses
for the return to civil war is an important and open
research question.

growth-enhancing, should be at the bottom of donor
priority lists in post-conflict situations. As indicated above
demands on central revenues are likely to be particularly
high and there is a heightened need for fiscal support and
for capital investment through Marshall Plan-style
programs.205
In the past, however, the performance of the
international community in aiding transitions to peace has
been mixed. In the case of Mali discussed above, for
example, the peace agreement was originally signed in
April 1992. Economic provisions were central to the
accords; yet the assets of the government of Mali that
would have been required to implement the accords were
run down. According to a UN study, “supposedly in favor
of democracy, the Western donors played a curiously
negative role at this stage, providing virtually no financial
support for the democratic regime, expressing nothing but
skepticism.”206 In the event, the lack of funding resulted in
frustration among ex-combatants, a rise in banditry and
eventually, by 1994, a collapse into an inter-communal
conflict that was more intense than the original conflict.207
The difficulty for donors is in knowing when a peace
settlement is sufficiently robust to merit financial support.
Financing a non-starter is not just costly, it may have
adverse effects. But failing to provide financial support can
damage a peace process.208 If, however, they participate in
negotiations, even as observers, donors may know when to
move to sustain a peace and can better update signals sent
to the investor community regarding conflict risks. This is
of especial importance since investors are slow to engage
in conflict areas even as these are most acutely in need of
their investments.

DONOR ECONOMIC INVOLVEMENT IN CONFLICT
TERMINATION. Does it make sense to provide aid in post
conflict situations? And if so, how should it be spent?
There are fears that in post-conflict situations any aid
resources may be misdirected or misspent. Work by Paul
Collier and Anke Hoeffler at the research section of the
World Bank indicates nonetheless that, on average, the
returns on aid in countries emerging from large scale civil
war are particularly high.201 Research also points to priority
areas. Social policies are put at the top. Helping rebuild the
health sector subsequent to conflicts should be a high
development priority in order to limit the longer term
impacts of a conflict.202 The Conflict Prevention and
Reconstruction Unit at the World Bank also stresses the
regeneration of local economies and local social structures
through the sponsoring of community-led economic
initiatives that engage parties on both sides of a conflict.203
They argue that attempts at macro-economic reform
require heightened consciousness of their social and
political implications, noting that “in some African
countries, the overall economic program has undermined
the peace process by forcing too many budget cuts.”204
Collier and Hoeffler also find that aid is most effectively
invested in improving social and governance policies and
argue that addressing macro-economic imbalances, while
199 Keynes (1934). See for more recent discussions, Azar and Burton
(1986).
200 See Craig and George (1983, Chapter 6). Craig and George also argue
that evidence that reparations increase the likelihood of renewed conflict
considerably predates the interwar years.
201 Collier and Hoeffler 2002c suggest that optimal aid allocations would
involve post-conflict situations receiving about twice as much aid as
would countries with similar characteristics but not emerging from
conflicts.
202 Ghobarah, Huth, and Russett (2001).
203 See for example the Unit’s “Best Practice in War-to-Peace Transition:
The Uganda Veterans Assistance Program.” See also World Bank (1998).
204 Coletta et al. (1998). Some particular macroeconomic policy reforms
have, however, been emphasized. By some researchers. Based on a
comparative study of peace processes in Cambodia, El Salvador,
Mozambique, and Nicaragua, Nicole Ball (1996) stresses currency
stabilization and the bolstering of financial institutions.

Lake (1990).
Poulton and ag Youssouf (1998, pp. 66-67).
207 Renner (1994) notes a similar dynamic in Nicaragua where the
government received only $5.8 million of the estimated $40.8 million
needed to demobilize Sandinista Army soldiers.
208 By signaling their lack of faith in an agreement to combatants and to
investors, donor fears may turn out to be self-fulfilling prophecies.
205
206
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IV Conclusions and
Recommendations

• Evidence does not support the argument that
contemporary civil wars strengthen the institutions of
taxation of developing states.
• Evidence does not support the idea that contemporary
civil wars lead to important technological innovations.
• There is no support for the claim that “giving war a
chance” leads to longer-term peace.
• There is no support for the claim that tougher
immigration policies in rich countries will reduce
conflicts overseas.
• The fact that some groups do well out of war is not
sufficient to explain war duration.

Research into the relations between economics and
conflict is still in early stages. Many areas remain
unexplored or only partly explored and the tasks that
researchers have set for themselves do not always
correspond with the questions that concern policy makers.
Nevertheless, research has reached a rough consensus on
many core questions. The box below highlights a number
of these.
FINDINGS
• Poverty makes civil wars more likely; civil wars in turn
worsen poverty. These relations are stronger for very
poor countries than for developing countries generally.
• Countries that rely heavily on primary commodities are
more vulnerable to conflict.
• Countries with severe inequality between ethnic or
regional groups are more vulnerable.
• Countries that trade with each other are less likely to
fight each other.
• Short term fluctuations in GDP do not make
international conflicts more likely.
• Domestic investment collapses during conflicts; it does
not recover until long after they end.
• Health infrastructure is especially hard hit; the damages
endure well after conflicts end.
• Economic sectors that depend on capital and high
levels of internal trade (for example, construction,
finance, manufacturing) are likely to be hit hardest.
• Wars last longer if rebels finance themselves using
illegal commodities.
• Wars last longer in poorer countries.
• Aid is especially effective in post-conflict situations.

The new research does however provide direction for
policy choices in a number of areas. The box below
summarizes policy lessons supported by this research.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Economic policies to reduce risks of violent conflict
• Development policies need to take account of linkages
between development and conflict. Despite evidence of
important linkages, key development projects, such as
the Millennium Development Goals still fail to focus
explicitly on the risks and effects of conflict.
• The greatest gains in conflict prevention are likely to be
made by focusing development efforts on the very poor
rather than on countries of intermediate wealth.
• Policies should target horizontal inequality. Options
include expanded access to education, regional
integration programs, affirmative action and political
systems that provide institutional guarantees of more
broad based political representation.
Economic policies during periods of conflict
• Donors should, where possible, continue developmentoriented programs rather than focusing simply on relief.
• Health and social services need special support during
conflicts, as these are likely to be hit as governments
divert funds for war efforts.
• Development aid and relief work need to take account
of their impact on conflict dynamics. Assistance is likely
to liberate more resources for military action for one
side or the other. Engagement may require that agencies
decide which side they want to win.

A central aim of this review has been to examine evidence
from research that is used to guide policy. To this end the
review has pointed to areas where policies have been
recommended without the required evidence to support
them. The most important of these more “negative”
findings are summarized in the box below.
NEGATIVE FINDINGS
• The greed of rebels is just one of many mechanisms
that can account for a correlation between natural
resources and conflict. Policy responses to alternative
explanations include: broader distribution of resource
profits, price stabilization policies, more transparent
relations with corporations, and the promotion of
industries that are more intensive in internal trade.
• Despite some claims to the contrary, inequality
probably matters for conflict. Case study work suggests
that horizontal inequality (not “overall” inequality) is
likely to lead to conflict.
• Cutting rebel group financing will not necessarily lead
to shorter wars, particularly if rebel groups have an
upper hand or benefit from popular support.

Actions to shorten conflicts and support peace
• Present policies to tackle illicit arms sales are failing.
Besides normal police work, research by nongovernmental groups suggests there is a need for better
monitoring of the sale of arms by producer countries
via standardization of end user certificates.
• Attempts to stem commodity financing (by rebels or
governments) need to broaden their focus beyond
natural resources to look at the role played by
agricultural produce.
• Post conflict economic policies should focus on social
reconstruction more than on macroeconomic
imbalances.
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This review has also highlighted a number of areas where
research is not yet sufficiently developed to guide policy.
In many instances research has discovered correlations
between variables of interest, but has not tested between
alternative mechanisms that may underlie these
correlations. This limits the usefulness of such research for
policy since policy choices need to respond to mechanisms
that explain outcomes rather than to statistical correlations.

•

•

RESEARCH AGENDAS I: FOCUSING ON MECHANISMS
• Qualitative work suggests that different mechanisms
linking natural resources and conflict matter for
different conflicts. Evaluating the roles of rival
mechanisms econometrically will require using data on
illegally trafficked goods, the value of un-mined
reserves,209 the geographic concentration of resources,
the importance of manufacturing in the domestic
economy, fluctuations in resource prices, the identities
of those controlling the extraction of the resources and
the distribution of revenues accruing from them.
• Case study evidence suggests that the mechanisms
through which natural resources affect conflict are also
systematically linked to the form of political system in
place and to the form of the natural resources. Insights
from this literature can now be used to improve crossnational econometric work.
• Although there is a robust negative correlation between
wealth and conflict, little work has aimed to distinguish
between the rival mechanisms linking the two.
• There is a correlation between the size of emigrant
populations and the onset of conflict. A number of
rival mechanisms may account for this. Evaluating the
roles played by each remains an open research agenda.

•

•

•

RESEARCH AGENDAS II: NEW RESEARCH AREAS
Inequality. Addressing disagreements between case
study research and econometric work on the role of
inequality in conflict onset requires a cross-nationally
comparable measure of “horizontal inequality.” This
presents hard conceptual as well as data problems.210
Domestic Trade. International trade lowers conflict
risks. Econometric work has not yet focused on
whether this is also true for domestic trade. Studying
this question will require cross-nationally comparable
measures of the density of internal exchanges.
Costs of Conflict. This review argues that studies fail
to capture the simultaneous effects of the multiple
channels through which conflicts impose costs on
economies. Better accounting requires estimating the
destruction of human and physical capital, changes in
levels of investment, scholarization, technological
innovation and market interruptions. Better estimates
of costs are needed in order to produce estimates of the
economic value of conflict prevention.
Fighter-Civilian Relations. In some cases rebels act as
service providers and receive moral and material
support from populations. In others they are engaged
primarily in extraction. This variation has implications
for the economic impacts of conflict, for the financial
requirements of fighters and for the resolution of
conflicts, yet cross national research has not focused on
explaining it.
Businesses in Conflict. Non-governmental research
and qualitative academic research has studied the
implications of corporate involvement in war zones for
the form and duration of conflict, often in the context
of isolated conflicts. As yet however the role of
corporations has been largely ignored in cross-national
econometric work.
Peace Agreements. The study of international wars
termination suggests that demands for reparations lead
to greater risks of future conflict. End of civil war
agreements vary in how far they compensate different
sides yet no cross-national work has uncovered the
relations between these terms and prospects for peace.

I end by noting six open areas for the comparative study of
contemporary civil wars. In each case the research area
either bridges findings from qualitative work and findings
from quantitative work or points to areas where
approaches in the study of international wars could inform
the quantitative study of civil wars.

•

209 See de Soysa (2000) for an example of a study that uses sub-soil assets
to good effect. In recent work Ross (2002a) has used data from Interpol
to study the effects of narcotics production and Ross (2002c) introduces
the concept of “booty futures” to describe the incentives induced by
reserves not yet controlled by fighting groups.

210 Perhaps the greatest problem in specifying a cross-nationally
comparable measure is in knowing what constitutes a group. What
dimensions define groups? Is it ethnicity, race, religion, geography? If
geography is it administrative regions or climatic zones? Why are some
dimensions more salient in some polities than in others?
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